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Concepts ot dimensional analysis have been appl:t.ed to the 
problem ot process characterization. '!he manutactur:tng .process is 
. 
placed in the context o-r a physical experiment. Points of scientit.lc 
logic and philosophy are brought to bear upon the problem in an 
effort to develop the proper framework for the application of 
dimensional analysis. Key concepts inlcude dimensional homogeneity, 
unit-freeness and the role played by dimensioned constants. Par-
ticular attenti·on has been paid to the formulation of a dimensionless 
regression equation (model) of a physical process; which incorporates 
several basic properties of relationships that properly define 
physical processes. More traditional. regressions, which ignore 
dimensional information, do not possess the desired properties. 
A working computer algorithm which perfonrs ~ complete 
dimensional analysis on a data set has been developed. '!he concept 
of the dimensional transformation matrix, and Engel's classification 
of dimensionless Groups :form the basis for the algorithmic con--
struction. The algorithm is tested against two data sets; one is 
hydrodynamical in nature and the other electrical .. 
Addi tionall.y, the concept of an adaptive, feed-forward control 
scheme is discussed. Emphasis is placed on the potential use of 
dimensional analysis as a tool tor formulating a model equation, 
upon which the adaptive control scheme is based. 
. . • 
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Let us consider a physical experiment. . Ignoring tor the moment 
clusions. One is the experiment will have a result, pres,m,ably of 
interest. A second conclusion that can be interred· is the course of 
the experiment will be guided, in fact dictated by the relevant laws 
of physics. An important point to realize is that these laws will 
apply independent of the experimenter's knowledge of them. The 
experimenter now looks at the results and asks a fa,mj liar question, 
"Why?" The Wf13'S of answering this question are many and varied. 
Statistics can be brought to bear upon it, -scientific intuition helps 
and guessing works (more often than admjtted). Ultimately, the 
experimenter wants to understand the forces at work so well that he 
can predict with near certainty the outcome. of all such future 
experim~nts. This predictive tool might take the form of a new law 
of physics, an analytic or a statistical model of the experiment, or 
a marked improvement in intuition. This latter approach is generally 
( 
suitable only as an intermediate stage. 
Let us now consider a specific kind of experiment: a complex 
manufacturing process. ~n such a case, the experiment is not under-
taken for the purpose of the pursuit of knowledge or the amusement 
of the experimenter. Rather, different motivations are concerned. 
The item being manufactured must fill some need in terms of demand, 
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will be investigating factors related to goals mco•uroon to more· 
academic endeavors: cost, quality, performance. How:ever, although 
. 
1 '. ' 
we look upon this experiment in a ,miquely pragmatic w,q, it is still 
bound by the same rules we discussed earlier: the action of a thin 
film transistor is still governed by the laws of physics, as are 
magnetic relqs, frame members m1der tension and stable oscillators. 
Further, the experiment has a rather definite outcome of interest 
(i.e., has an acceptable product been produced?). This inclusion of 
physics being the case, we can ask the same question of' the outcome 
of the experiment, namely, "Why?" 
~ In the attempt to model such processes, thereby ascribing a 
mathematical function to the process that properly explains the 
observed phenomenon, statistical methods, historically, have been 
employed. These methods , however, look at the process from a preculiar 
point of' view, peculiar in the sense that the process,:::is treated as 
a numerical data generator only. Hence, one typicaJJy would take 
observations on many process parameters and product parameters and 
then treat the resultant data as pure numbers. The universe of' 
statistical tools are then brought to bear upon these data in the 
hopes of producing a mathematical model with the desired predictive 
qualities. Such an approach necessarily ignores a great deal of' 
available information. For example , knowing th-at a particular 
measurement was not just "2. O" but rather 112. 0 met.era , " or "2. 0 volts'' 
might make a considerable· difference in the interpretation of the 
resultant model. Even more importantly, to ._ignore the dimensions of 
. 
. . 
a variable (quantities ·such as meters, volts, iiewtons, etc.) is to 
3 ·,. 
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ignore the fact that the process, apart from generating large amounts 
of' data, of necessity generates these data in accordance. with the 
• 
laws of physics. Curiously, a search of the available literature 
reveals that this crucial point of view has been ignored. Process 
characterization has. alw~s been treated in p'lµ'ely statistical, 
. 
n11mer:t cal ways. 
The goal of this paper is, therefore, two-fold. First we will 
develop the necessary rationale for the use of dimensional (physical) 
information. Secondly, we will extend .these basic concepts, through a 
functional computer algorithm, to several topics of interest. 'lhese 
topics will include process modeling, identification of significant 
process variables, application of the-technique to several types of 
experiments, and potential uses in the area of adaptive process control • 
. The next section will discuss these matters in a more formal manner, 
' 
including the basic elements of physical logic, to more fully A5velop 
the direction herein undertaken. 
1.1 Problem Background 
1.1.1 Some "Definitions of_ Terms 
A basic point of potential confusion should be· clarified as 
qmi:ckly as possible. This concerns the nature of the term "dimension." 
The mathematician recognizes this term as the minimum number of 
) 
independent axes required to specify all possible points in some 
geometric space. It is one measure of the more common notion of 
complexity. We will use the term "mathematical dimension" to· imply 
the mathematical context throughout the paper. However, the term · 
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ot a variable is a term that ascribes to that variable some physical: 
sense. Hence, when we speak. ot a variable x·, where :xis the result 
of measuring a distance , x will have the di111ension ot length. We 
can allow tor. more complex dimensions. A variable t., the measurement ·:· 
ot a velocity, has dimensions of length/time. Similarly, the 
variable z, the me.~surement of an acceleration, has dimension~ ot 
" length/time2 or velocity/time. To avoid imnecessary confusion, we 
will refer to ·the former use ot the term "dimension" as "mathematical 
dimension." As an example, Euclidean three-space is of mathematical 
dimension three. Were we trying to specify a particular location in 
three-space, we would specify three variables , each a distance along 
one of three axes. Each of these variables would have the dimension 
of length. 
1.1.2 Definition of Process 
The manufacturing process we will con~ider is defined by three 
groups of measurable variables. The first of these groups consists of 
the "in-process" variables. As the name implies, these variables are 
measurements taken during the manufacturing process itself. They mq 
be either product specific or process specific. Examples of the 
former might be a deposition thickness or a sh·att diameter. Examples 
of the latter might be the force applied to compliant bonding material 
or the duration of a cutting operation. The total set of in-process 
variables contains the relevant information needed to form our pre-
dictive models , laws , etc. Unfortunately, this relevant information 
is often contained in but a few of the total set of measured ,,ariables. 
Since these few significant variables are not identified, as a rule, 
' ,, .•. .• 
..a· 
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~ when the search tor an explanation begins, we find a general tendency 
towards measuring everything in sight. As tedious as this procedure 
· is, it is still preferable to underexamination. '!here is no general 
technique by which signiti.cant variables can be 
experimental investigation of complex manufacturing processes. Let 
us. denote the set of all p~ssibl~ in-proc_ess variables by Xit, k=l, 
.•• ' m. Let ·x. i=l, •.. , t , t ~ m be the subset of ·x of the in-process 1 
variables actually used. 
The second group of measured variables are the "response" 
variables. These measurements are taken after the manufactur.ing 
process has finished. They are the tests that are employed to deter-
mine ·the value, usefulness, or acceptability of the final product. 
f 
Typical response variables might be the measurement of a critical 
voltage, a finished length, or length of time spent in a vibration 
test before failure. These variables characterize the results of the 
process. Let the set of response variables be given by yj ,j = 1, ..• ,n. 
The third group of var!ables usually contains a single member . 
:.It is some single, overall measure of the product's, and hence, by 
implication, the process's performance. In this context we speak of 
a yield, the fraction ( expressed as a percentage) of good products pro-
duced from all products produced. Denote this overall performance 
measure by z. 
At this juncture, we must consider how the three variable sets ( 
relate to one another when viewed f;rom the. perspec.tive of a physical 
experiment. We perform the experiment, the manufact:uring process, arid .. 
record what we believe to be the relevant in-process data (with 
/· ... ' 
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dimensions).· The results of our experiment, speaking trom a physical 
point ot view, are contai.ned in the values of the response variables, 
Y'.1 • '!he immutable laws or physics , at work during the e:xpeyiment, 
·-..__/ 
contrive to produce the observed response. As a rule, the observed 
responses are now used to determine the process yield. In a manufactur-
ing environment, the yield, Z, is ot u1 timate .importance. '!he · goal ot 
the process is to produce the highest yield possible, given cost and 
' performance constraints. As a result, historical ef'torts have been 
directed at modeling (explaining) yield and its variation. One 
immediate consequence of the physical viewpoint, however, is to pre-
clude the development of yield models. The reason for this is clearly 
demonstrated. As we said, the variables Y'j represent some function, 
as yet unknown, of the variables , ·~, and this function will have _a 
· physical basis. Now consider the procedure by which the yield is 
calculated. The values o:£ the measured response variables are compared 
to the desired product specifications. On this basis, the product is 
deemed acceptable or not, and a yield figure is ascertained (1 or O in· 
this case). The procedure that generates the yield figure, and hence, 
the yield figure itself, has no firm basis in physics. The product 
that is acceptable todq can be made unacceptable tomorrow by simply 
altering the desired product performance. It would be quite unsettling 
to learn that the laws of physics can be ~ended by managerial. edict. r_/ 
... For these reasons, we turn our attention awq from yield, and 
toward the Y',1· We are not, however, abandoning yield as an ultimate 
. 
consideration. We·can still address ourselves to the process yield 
via the Y'j • For example , con.sider -y1 • If we can uncover a function 
,• 
' • 'I • 1 
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of the ~i that defines Y1 , properly, then we might be able to place 
tolerances on the relevant·\ (obtained from the thus uncovered relation-
ship and the tolerances on y1 ) which will aid. in establi~hing in-process 
controls to i~rove yield. Follow this approach f'or all Yj and yield 
will be influenced. Whichever set ot tolerance conditions apply, one 
m~ apply the results of the physical approach to obtain tolerances on 
in-process activities and thereby atfect changes in yield. This is a 
highly desirable result which will be discussed more fully when feed-
forward process control is introduced in a later chapter. 
1.1. 3 Basic Concepts of Dimensional .Analysis 
We now introduce some basic notions of dimensional analysis for 
the purpose of better explaining the objectitVes and techniques of this 





Dimensional analysis, sometimes referred to as the principle of 
similitude, deals _with the construction of physical laws by inference . 
The inference is based on the dimensions of the variables considered. 
The basic rule is variables are grouped in a WSN that produces the 
desired overall dimension. For example , if we are attemtping to 
explain the variation in ( develop a model for) a certain distance 
quantity we might consider a velocity quantity multiplied by a time 
quantity. _ ( distance/time x time = distance). In forming this 
combination, the variables associated with these dimensions are 
recognized as being significant ( or potent.ially so). In this wq, w~ 
' . can search a complex data set for ~ignificant variables and significant 
1 •. ,.· 
combinations of variables. These combinations alwqs involve ~ti- -, · .. 
.. plicati ve and divisive factors, and might indicate the presen~e · ot 
8 
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higher order (nonlinear) interactions among the variables in the data 
set. 
And what of variables that have no dimensions? These variab1es 
are known as ( the cleverness of the ~ysicist knows no bo,mds) 
dimensionless variables. Such quantities have a number of usetu.l 
properties. One property is invariance under changes in scale and 
invariance under change of the basic system used for measurement (e.g.; 
maes-length-time to force-length-time). We will exploit this property 
when we discuss models, physical laws and dimensional. homogeneity. 
A second useful property .of the dimensionless variable lies in 
its relationship to physical laws. 'lhe dimensionless form of a physical 
equation will contain fewer variables than the version composed of 
dimensioned variables. (This result will be discussed more fully in 
Chapter II. ) Hence, we can turn to the dimensionless variable in hopes 
of reducing the size of a data set. 
A third pr_operty is obtained indirectly. If' one considers a 
regre.ssion model for the manufacturing process, one is apt to begin by 
~ 
ass1zming a linear (in its coefficients) model. First order terms are 
considered first, then second order terms (squares and cross-products). 
Few modelers venture beyond this level, their intuitive abilities 
overwhelmed by the weight of combinatorials. The dimensionless variable 
provides a suitable alternati¥e. Rather than attempting to deal with an 
equation that contains terms that involve third or fourth order factors, 
we m~ be able to deal with an equation of first or 1eeQnd· order 
dimensionless terms • The behavior of an equation of the latter type. 
,,/ is far easier to appreciate as well as being more readily analyzable. 
9 
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1. 2 . ~eY?-!!~. ?.t,. ~i~~r!J,~µp7 ;-A ]ff p~pr, 
To quote Langhaar I 13] , 11Bucki:ngham' s theorem siionuari zes the 
entire theory ot dimensional analysis·." '!he available literature on 
dimensional analysis confirms this statement.. The original paper by 
Buckingham [ 6 J , published in 1914 is · the detini ti ve .compilation of 
the basic concepts. In addition, i~ gives the first proof of the Pi,, ' 
. 
. 
theorem, the mathematical basis for all work in this area. So ~omplete 
was Buckingham I s work·, all that the intervening 60 years have· ·produced 
has been an occassional· r~tatement of' the principles, or an additional 
.. . 
application or expansion of the basic Pi theorem. .Langhaar, and 
Bridgman I 5] are examples of this type of treatment. Dimensional 
analysis has long· had a friendly home in hydrodynamics. That discipline 
. ' 
is littered with dimensionless variables, pivotal to many physical 
formulations , named for their developers : Froude , Reynolds , Weber, 
et al. 
--
Indeed, the earliest attempts at explaining hydrodynamics with 
/dimensional analysis date back over 100 years. ~e interested reader, 
with a hydrodynamic background, is directed to Schlichting [17], and 
Birkhoff [ 2 ] . 1 Langhaar, and Birkhoff a.lso provide emphasis on the 
relationship of' dimensional analysis to the theory of modeling, the 
relationship between physical models and prototypes. 
When considering relationshi.ps among dimensionless variables 'there 
are several cautions to be observed. A paper by Rowe [ 16] gives 
examples of the various caveats, as well as some statistical development 
of .wqs to handle the correlation of such data. Himmelblau [12] pre-
sents a siJJDIDary of Rowe's work iri the context of general '·st·a.tiatical 
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two works will be deterred until Chapter III. At that time• they will 
v 
be examined relative to the computer algorithm developed for study of 
dimensionless variables. 
The use ot mathematical transtormations (e.g., log, inverse, 
,., 
powers, etc. } is a standard tool in. the attempt to produce linear 
0 
relationships among variables. When the variables occur singly, the 
modeler can use several available techni.ques for choosing an appropriate-.-~· 
transformation. Box and Tidwell, [ 4 ] ., Dolby [ 8 ] , Draper and 
' 
Hunter [ 9 ] , and Tuk.ey [ 19] , address themselves to these techniques. 
The generally imposed limitation of equation terms containing only 
individual independent variables renders the standard techniques 
unusable (or at least extremely tedious and cumbersome) when dealing 
with s,,ms of higher order terms. Fortunately, by considering dimension-
less variables formed from combinations of the original. variables 
there is a greater chance we can produce an equation that is of a 
lower order. The standard, mathematical transformations can often. 
be employed to linearize the dimensionless equation. This last 
' exercise is not ~irectly undertaken in this paper. 
Another w93 to address ourselves to the task of modeling a 
.Process that is decidedly non-linear, is to consider techniques of 
" 
non-linear analysis and estimation. Since we will later demonstrate 
that the dimensionless variable concept mq provide the desired result 
without need of resorting to non-linear regressi:cm and estimation, the-
topic will not be pursued any further. The interested reader is 
directed to Himm.elblau for a discussion of non-linear analysis and 
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see Daniel and Wood, [ 7 ] •. 
When data that contains some imknOWil quantit:y: of "n.Qi.ae••· i.s. 
considered, the concepts mentioned· above become more ditticultto 
apply accurately. Box and Tidwell, H.elperin [ 11 ],. Bartlett. I 1 ],. 
Wald [ 20] and Himmelblau, supply the· necessary mathematical details~ 
1.3 Objectives 
In light of' the previous discussion, we may state the· objectives 1 
of' this paper as follows: 
1. Develop the intuition and mathematical principles of 
dimensional analysis vis-a-vis process characterization. 
2. Develop a workable computer based ~lgoritbm for the· appli-
cation: of' these principles. 
3. Construct a rational approach to the specification of an 
adaptive control scheme, where ineormation is f'ed forward thro.ugh 
succeeding process steps, based on the relationship uncovered via 
dimensional analysis. 
·,· .. 
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CH.AP•!'.ER II 
:,2.1 Theory of Dimensional Ana]ysis 
Having addressed ourselves to the basic intuitive concepts of 
dimensional analysis, we nov consider the expansion and solidification 
of these concepts from a mathematical viewpoint. Theorems presented 
in this chapter will be stated without proof. Readers interested in 
-
the detailed proofs are directed to Bridgman, Langhaar and Birkhoff. 
2.1.1 Defi.nitions 
Some additional definitions are required before we ·proceed. We 
first consider what are known a.s "derived1.• quantities. and "fundamental" 
q11antities. Strictly- speaki:ng, science rec.ognizes only a few ~'fund .. 
mental" quantities, i.e., those units in·terms of which all other 
phy·sical units ca.n be expressed. These fundamental quantities are 
mass (t.f), le~gth (L), time (Tl ch~rge (Q), and temperature (0). {A·t 
no time should th.e preceeding list be contused with the· equally cele-
brated, but overly restricted group of air, earth, fire and water.) 
Derived quanti.ties .are, therefore, those dimensions that are formed 
by combining the fundamental ones. Velocity is such a derived unit,· 
its dimension being LT-1• Other examples are force, MLT-2 , viscosity,. 
2 -2 2 -2 -1 ML-1rr-1, torque, ML T , and voltage ML T Q • 
The five basic dimensions can be measured in several ways. 
Langhaar cites five commonly used system of measurement units. These 
I.' 
are: (1) CGS - centimeter, gra.m,second b~sis; (2) MKS - meter, 
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represent meter~); (3)· ~ torce system1 - torce ts considered as the 
unit of.mass· (via F = MA), with mass detined· as Fl'2L~1 ; (4) British. 
Mass System. - b~ed on toot, force (pomidal) · and second; (5) .American 
Engineering Sys.tem - based on foot, we.ight as a m1it ot force (slug) 
and second. For general experimental works, the MKS· system is usual-
ly chosen. We will tollov this convention. Appendix A list~ a basic 
set of_ physical q,iantities a.pd their MKS dimensions. 
2.1.2 . Mathematical Concepts 
o ; a 
Our next task is to consider changes in scale. What happens 
to f'undamental and derived quantities when the scale of the associ-
ated units is changed? '!he scale transformation for :fundamental 
quantiti-es is represented by equation (1): 
(1) i = 1 , ••• , n a.1 > 0 
where a . are real n11mbers ( the scale factor; e.g. , 12 when going from 1 
"feet" to "inches"). The qi are the fundamental quantities. In 
mechanics, tor example, n=3 and the ~ are le~gth, mass and time. 
The a. form a vector which allows tor independent 1 change ot scale. 
The scale transformation for derived quantities . . b 2 is g1 ven if' : 
bji bjn Q (2) :ft{Qj) = Ill ... a.n j 
The vector (ci1 , ... , ci n) again represents the scalar scale changes. 
~e quantities bji, i = 1, ... , n, are called the "dimensions" of 
the derived quantity, Qj. An example will illustrate the meaning 
b b b 
of (2). Consider an entity vith dimensicn Q1 = q1 
11 ~ 12 q3 13• 
Force (in the MKS system} is such an entity, with dimension'MLT-~. ·· 
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Hence, tor force, q:: (q1 ,~,~3) = (M,L,T), and b.1i = .(1,1,-2). 
Let the chailge Ot scale· vector be_ g:tven by- 'I'= (•1 , Cl 2 , «3). '!he 
magnitude of the new· enti.ty· will· be related to the· m.agni.tude ot the 
bll bl2 · bl3 ~ 
original entity by the· tactor Cll _ e1 2 a3 , in the case of 
1 1 -2 force, this factor becomes a 1 a 2 a 3 • 
We are now in a position to discuss the concept ot dimensional 
homogeneity. Mathematically, we proceed as follows: Let y be a 
function of n variables, y = f(x1 ,x2 , ••• , xr). (Recalling our manu-
facturing process, f would be a functional relation between the in-
process variables, (x1 , ... , x) and a response variable, y.} If . r 
we subject the basi.c units of measurement to any changes under (1) 
- - -and (2) , the variables will assume new numerical values, y ,x1 , ... ,xr. 
Theorem 1: The equation Y = f(~, ... , xr) is dimensiona..lly 
homogeneous if, and only if', Y = f'(~, • • . , i r) • 
This condition is equivalent to s~ing that the equation is invariate 
llllder the group of transformations generated by all possible changes 
under (1) and (2) . 
One can also prove the following: 
Theorem 2: A sum of terms is dimensionally homogeneous. -i~f., 
and only it, all terms · in the sum have the same dimension as 
the sum. 
• 
(Theorem 2 will later be applied specifically to a regression equation.) 
A further refinement of the concept of dimensional homogeneity 
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function that satisfies Th.eoreJJl l i.a also a unit-tree function,· by 
virtue ot its inYaria.nce under the Scale tre.na;f'ol",!Jati.ona, Tt• Renee, 
bei~g dimensionally·h~ogeneous is a necessary· and a sufficient condi-
tion tor the function to be ,mit-:rree. By definition, a function is 
unit-free if, and only it, in the hyperoctant det~ed by positive · 
quantities y,x1 , •.. ,xn' the locus detined by the equation is invari-
ant under (1) and (2). .As an example, consider the contrived equation 
(i) 1 2 y = -x b 
. 
b =constant= 1 
where y ,b and x have the dimensions of acceleration (LT-2 ), distance 
(L), and velocity (LT-1 ). Clearly, Equation (1) is dimensionally 
homogeneous and hence, unit-free. '!he locus (graph) of Equation (1) 
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Perform any transformation under (2), to Equat.ion ( 1) and any 
numerical scale factors so introduced will divide out of the equation, 
leaving the relationship, and the locus of the equation,unchanged. 
(All. that changes ·are the axis labels.) For instance, it we now-
measure length in yards, we would replace meters with 1.09. y-ards. 
Hence, 
1.09Y = - 1-
1.09b 
.. 1 2 
or y = - x b 
as before. 
2 (l.09x) 
Now consider: the equation 
(ii) y- = x2 
where y and x are de.fined as. above. Again, the· locus ot Equation 
( ii) is given by the \olid line ih Figure 2.1, 
same tr·ansformation under (2) as we did before. 
2 l.09y = (l.09x) 
2 y = 1.09x 
Let us make the 
Substi tu'ti~g, 
We see that the transformation chosen ch~ged the functioned rela-. 
tionship, and hence, the locus of the equation. This is s.holf.Ja as 
the dashed line in Figure 2.1, with the axis labels ch~ged to 
reflect the transformation from meters to yards. Therefore,· 
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One can conatruct timctions which are unit-tree, but not 
dimensionally homogeneous. For example~ consider a freely talling 
body. The well·known fomulaa tor velocity- and distance are: 
V = at 




These are b·oth dimensionally homogeneous 'and unit-free. Now sum the 
equations: 
V + S = gt + t gt2, 
The resultant equation is invariant under all transformations, T-r 
but is not , by Theorem 2 , dimensionally homogeneous. 
Before discussing the significance of dimensional homogeneity 
bjl bj2 bj of a. product (an expression of the form y j = x1 ~ • . . xr r) 
and the Buckingham Pi Theorem, we need to introduce the linear 
algebraic foundation of dimensional analysis. 
As we have seen, we may express any q11antity Qj as a product 
of fundamental quantities each raised to some power (exponents). 
The exponents of any set of variables can be displ~ed in a "dimen-
sional matrix." Consider an experiment in hydrodynamics where the 
r 
relevant variables are velocity, V, length, L. force, F, mass den~ 
sity, p , and dynamic viscosity,µ • 
this set of variables is: 
·\ ... ~ 
18 
·I 
The dimensional matrix for 
' ,. 
.. \ 
,·· • ' ' .; ••• ' ' ~· I 
.! •. ''·.'·,', ·: . ··, . 
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V L F p 
M 0 0 1 1 1 
.i· 
. ): 
(2a.) L 1 1 1 
-3 -1 : ·',1 
• 
T -1 0 
-2 0 -1 
Recall that the dimension .o.t velocity is MOLlT-1. This is precisely 
the first coliunn of the matrix. The rank, r', of the matrix is 
equal to the order ot the largest non-zero determin~t, r'S n, or 
equivalently,. the number of independent rows , r' ~ n. ( In this case, 
r' = n = 3). 
Denote a dimensionless product by Il . . By definition, any 
1 
Ili formed fr\!)m··"'the abeve. set· of· ... :'1'a.riab!e~ '·!~USt be Of: the fornr': 
Replacing the variables by their physical dimensions (i.e. replace 
~l) () V with LT , and combining factors , equation 3 . becomes as shown: 
(4) Il .=M (bi3 +bi4 +bi5) L (bil +bi2 +bi3-3l:ii4-bi5) T (.-bil-2bi3-bi5) 
1 
Since Il. is dimensionless, it has the dimension of MOLOTo. 
1 
equating the exponents of like factors , we arrive at a set of 
homogeneous linear equations: 
(5.) b.l + b.2 + b.3 -3b .... 4 - b .. 5 = .0 ·1 1 1 1 1 
-2b i3 
. 
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Equation ( 5) is underdetermined in that there are three equations 
in five 1mknowns. To solve Equation (5), we must ass1DDe values tor 
two of the varia~les and then solve for the ·remaining three. For 
' example, we might ·choose b13 = 1, b15 _=· 0 and solve, or choose 
b23 = O, b22 = 1 and solve. The results are given in matrix .torm· ·. 
as follows: 3 
V L F p 
(6) 1 1 0 
2 1 1 0 1 
These Ili have formal names; Il 1 is the pressure coefficient and 
Il 2 is the famous ReYJlo·lds n11:rriber. Clearly, we could choose an 
infinite number of combinations of arbitrary values for two of the 
unkno"Qs , b ij to solve Equation · {~) . However, as we will show later 
the II i defined above form a "complete set" of dimensionless vari-
ables in the sense that a) they are independent and (b) any other 
possible dimensionless variable is a power product of the given Il. 
1 
variables. 4 
One way to insure independence is to proceed as follows: 
arrange the colimms of the dimensional matrix (matrix (2a) )in such 
a way that a largest non-zero determinant occurs at the ~ight hand 
side of the matrix. The remaining variables will be arbitrarily· 
selected by assigning the value 1 to the first variable and zero 
to all others for . Il1 , assigning the value 1 to the second 
:I 
Cl 
. ; -~ ' 
.... 
.. , 
variable and zero to all others tor n2 9 etc. The result will be a 
,, 
listing such as (6), vi.th the left-most· (r..;.r') .X (r-r') determinant 
being the identity matrix. (A numeri.cal exao,ple ·ot this solution 
process is given in Appe~dix D, where the functional computer 
algorithm is detailed. ) This will insure independence or nl ~ ••• ' 
Il , . · Of course, the order in whi.ch the variables -are placed is r-r 
arbitrary. Hence , any rearrangement will, of necessity, yield a new 
set of dimensionless variables. The usual approach to this problem 
suggests that since Il1 , ... , il r-r' contain only one each of 
variables ~, ... ' Q , , arrange the Q. so that the· variables we r-r 1 
Wl..sh to "contro1"5 fall wi·thi·n Q Q 1 , ···, •. r-i- Since each such Q. ' 1 
. 
occurs only once, we are afforded maximum control due to the lack of 
any interactions. While this suggestion sounds invitingly simple, in 
the context of process characterization it is useless. I.et us retum 
to our hydrodynamic experiment. We can decide a priori which x1· 
we wish to control, or, as is the more likely case , which variables 
are easie·s·t to control. The experiment is performed, the variables 
easiest to control are varied, data are accumulated and the results 
are s,unmarized. The .experimenter will try a new set of "controllable" 
variables when he is next moved to advance human knowledge and/or 
publish again. The sorts of value judgments employed by the experi-
menter are rarely, if ever, applicable to the problem of process 
characterization. of variables we desire to 
control because, in general, the complete set of relevant variables is 
not known a priori. Moreover-, selecting a set of variables for 
:, 21 
·. 1, 
'. ! ,; 
·, 
' ' 
; ·: .~-.. ·-,, 
' "'\1\' .. · 
., ' 
experimentation on the basi.s ot controllability· is toolh.ardy". .Ass,,me 
tor the moment that a parti.cular v-ariable·, ~, is ditti.cult to 
control precisely. ·we would not include it in Q1 , ••• , -~-r,. Ye~, 
wh.at would be our response to discoveri_ng, by sane means of analysis, 
that the value ot ~ is crucial to the production or good product. 
I 
Rest assured that some means. ot. accurately controlling ~ would be 
quickly devised. The essence ot the process characterization 
problem is a near tdtal lack ot a priori knowledge. 'l!:Jis severe 
limitation means that application of the preceeding linear algebraic· 
technique (referred to as the Method of Indices) to problems of 
process characterization requires careful. adaptatiai. 
We are now in a position to return to products of the form 
••• 
Theorem 4: The product yj is dimension&lly homogelleous if', 
and only if', the exponents ,b ji, i=l, .•• , r are a solution · 
of the linear equations, 
(7) ••• 
• • • 
In:i. bjl + ••• + mr bjr = ~ 
'""' .. 
• • 
_ r ~:. :.' 11 
• :•'.' 'j ' 
~, . ,· 
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Equation (7} is nothi~g more than a general set of equations for 
products, similar to the specific case shown in Equation ( 5). ihe 
difference is that in deriving Equatipn ( 7) , we assumed that y .1 
had non-zero dimensions. Hence, when we searched f'or Il. , the right 
1 
hand side of Equation (7) carries the dimension of y.1, namely 
ko 1o ~ o a a M L T , rather than M L T as in Equation ( 5). An additional 
theorem concerning products will prove to be useful. 
Theroem 5: If' y j is not dimensionless , a product of the 
b b 
form y .1 = x1 jl • • • xr jr exists if, and only if, the 
· dimensional matrix of the variables (~, ••• , x~) has the 
same rank as the dimensional matrix of' the variables 
(y j , ~ , • • • , X r ) • 
Theorem 5 can be used to prove 
'lheorem 6: If y.1 = f(x1 , .•. , xr) is a dimensionally 
homogeneous equation, and if' y j is not dimensionless , the~e 
I 
exists a product of powers of' the ,x's that has the same· 
.. , 
~,.-t'! ' • '. ', . ~ ' '' '/ J • ,- '' 
- ' •1 •~:, ·.t~~ . i.· ' 
, . , i.,p.imension as y j • .. .··· 
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in applyi~g the concepts ot dimensional analysis to ·process· 
characterization. 
We mq now· state the Bucki;ngham Pi Theorem. 
Theorem 7: Let positive variables Q1 ••• , ·Qr transform by 
,. 
(2) ,mder all changes in tundamental units ql, ••• , ~- Let 
· r' Sn be the rank ot the dimensi.onal matrix. Then any· unit-
tree relation (including relations that are dimensionally 
homogeneous ) of the form 
is equivalent to a ccnditian of the form 
(8) <I>( Ill, . , . , II 1 ) = 0 r-r 
for suitable dimensionless power-products 
II 1' ... ' n 
' 
of the Q •• 
r-r 1 
The variables 
Ill' ... ' n ' form a complete set. r-r . 
., .. 
Consider the consequences of 'lheorem 7. Equation (8) is clear-
ly dimensionally hanogeneous, since all of its variables have the same 
dimension (dimensionless) ; the n11mber of variables required is r' 
fewer than in Equation (7); not only is Equation (8) invari~t under 
all transformations (2), but so are each of the variables · 
111 , ... , Il , and all combinations of them. Further, if, for r-r 
reasons of better explaining the numerical values of the physical 
process, we need introduce a constant, then that constant will al.so 
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In the context ot Theorem 7, we can more precisely define the 
avowed purpose of ~his paper. The wording of Theorem. 7 is clear: . 
start from the defini~g equation.(or at least~ a list of all the 
variables in that equation) of the process ~d proceed to discover 
the dimensionless variables, and hence, the suitable functional form 
in terms of the original variables. An example will prove illu-. 
minati_ng. 
Recalling the matrix (2a) , we are searchi.ng for ·a :function 
of the form 
A complete set of dimensionless· products (presumeably·, there could 
be other complete sets) can be given by 
.(10). Ill - ·p.: - . -. F/ pv2 D2 
n2 - B= VDP/µ 
- .1· 
•. . ,l 
· Th.e· dimensionless equation is therefore 
,•. 
cf> ( Ill' Il2) - 0 
(ll}· 
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Mathematically, equation -(11) can be replaced by . 
(12) IP = ell( IR) 
-si·nce the function cl>-· is as yet 1mspecified. Substituti;ng (io)-. ·_into 
(12) yields 
I' 
(13) F/ p./- D2 = ¢> (VDP /µ) 
This can be written as 
F = p/ if ¢,(VDp /µ) 
' Equation (14) i.s the fami_liar equation -for the dr_ag force, F, on an 
object of characteristic size D, immersed in a fluid slream of· de~-
si ty p , viscosity µ , and free stream veloci.ty V. The argument 
of' the function ci, is the Reynolds number, a dimensionless quantity. 
By gener.ating a dimensionless equation from the original set of 
variables (knO'Wll, in this case, to be all the variables frmm a 
dimensionally homogeneous equation) we have reduced· the· complexity-· of 
. . 
the problem dramatically. Rather than searchi~g for an 11nknown f'unc-, 
tion in five variables, we need only· consider findi_ng <I> , a function 
of a si~gie variable,.. E. 
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preceedipg example,to.the characterization-of a process, we find 
obstacles in our path.· The.basic conditions required by Theorem 7 
cannot be met. We are_ given (or in some cases· choose) a set of 
variables ~, ••• ,xr ,Y)_, • •. ,Y~ , without knoille_dge of whether or not 




and, indeed, it would be unwise to assume that they are. Hence, we 
cannot· reduce the defining process equation to dimensionless form 
(that is precisely the equation f'or which-we are seeki~g), and we 
cannot determine the number of' dimensionless products in a complete 
set, since the list of relevant vari.ables is 1mk:nown. 
Our approach, therefore, must circumvent these obstacles. To 
that end, we propose to apply Theorem 7 in reverse. That is, we will 
search f'or dimensionless products amopg the variables (centeripg on 
the response variables as being dependent) , and attempt to form 
low order models with these n~v, dimensionless variables. 6 If we are 
successful in applying appropriate rules for decidipg which dimension-. 
less products sh.ould be included in a model ( to be discussed· in 
Chapter 3), then, at the very least, we should be able· to produce a 
' model which is as valid as one formed from the o~iginal variables. 
Even if this is all that is achieved, we will s.till acrue all the· 
bene:f'i ts of' having a dimensionless equation. If· we are fortunate. 
enough to have present in the or_iginal variable list· some Of the· more 
important variables, then ~lle dimensional. technique is, additionally··, 
almost certain to ferret out significant interactions of ~gher· 
.... )·1 
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(or. guessable). An important caveat ·. 
must be stated, however, lest we become over-zealous. As remarked 
by· Bri_d.gman, "Identity of dimensional formulae must not be tho_ught, 
therefore, to indicate an a priori probability· of any sort ot physical 
t 
relation. When ther.e are so many kinds of different physical quan-
tities expressed in ~erms of a few f'undamental units, there cannot 
help being all sorts of accidental relations between them, and with-
out further examination we ca.np.ot say whether a dimens.ional relation 
is real or accidental.u The· "further examination" Bridgman speaks . 
. 
of is provided by an available model building facility~ It is in 
this spirit of hopeful expectation that we forge onward. 
2.2 Regression and Dimensional Constants. 
In light of the intuitive arguments given in Chapter ·r, and 
the more mathematical arguments given above, we can examine a typical 
regression equation from the physical-dimensional viewpoint. 
In the search for the defining process equation, 
y j • f(~~· .• ,xr), a linear regression equation. is often employed• 7 
Hence, the f,mction f takes the appearance of 
and so on to ever ~gher powers of the variable combinations.· What 
physical interpretation does equation '·(15) have'l Since it al.l_egedly· 
is a representation of a physical process, we would hope that it would 
28 
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be dimens·ionfilly h~ogeneous. Clearly, the· chances of realizing 
this condition are remote. The· only way, to accomplish hon1:ogeneity, 
as per Theorem 2, is to consider the /j's , a' s , "Y's , etc. to be 
' 
' 
dimen~ioned constants such that all terms have .the dimensions ot yj. 
However, on].Jr the so cal.led universal constants have dimensions. 8 
We are irresistably led to the conclusion that either all the para-
meters required to be dimensioned are universal constants or Equation 
(15) is without physical basis. The latter statement follows, since 
the practice of arbitrarily appending dimensions to constants is 
deemed unacceptable by Langhaar, for in this way, any equation can 
be made dimensionally ho~ogeneous, even if, in point of fact, it is 
not. Furth~r, consia.er the effect of changes of scale on the r_egres-
sion equation. As scales change, the parameters ch~ge. In this 
way, identical processes can be made to yield different models by 
merely changing yard sticks. From the physical viewpoint, this is 
wholly unsatisfying. 
Transformations of variables were discussed briefly in Chapter 
I. With reference to Equation (15)·, an analysis might s.1J8gest a 
log transformation of variable x , with a subsequent recomputation 
r 
of the regress.ion equation. Variable x is, in our present frame 
r 
of mind, a physical quantity, and is dimensioned. We are forced 
to conclude that · the common practice of using transendental trans-
formations on physical quantities is without basis.9 
d 
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.And so as the· dust· ot r.egreasional insults settles, ve are 
greeted by our tru:3ted· · tri.end, the· dblensi.onless equati.on: Dimen~ 
sional]y· hoinogeneous, im.it-:free· and· invari.ate i.mder· all transfor-
mations (2) ., properly· defined under transendental transformation, 
affording economics in the n,m;bers ot variables ~·and, by the 
explicit inclus.ion of· dimensional constants, circumventing bother-
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FOOTNOTES 
1. As the.bulk of physical expe~ime~ts are non~relativistic, force 
is sometimes used· in place ot mass:; t'or convenience.. We are 
allowed this change, because for velocities much less than the 
velocity of light, c , force-;: ~ass x · cceleration (F = MA). 
2. In fact, Equation (1) can be shown to be a special case of 
Equation (2). Hence, references to Qi implicity include qi" 
3. To be consistent with matrix (2a), we should consider the 
transpose of matrix (6) rather than the matri~. given •. However, 
this unduly complicates the linear algebraic development of 
matrix (6). 
4. Condition "b)" is the result of allowing for infinately· many 
linear combinations of solutions to a set of ho~geneoua, linear 
equations. 
5. In the context of this discus.sion, "control" can be taken to 
mean manipulate. Hence., variables '\lhich are easiest to control, 
in this sense, are those which a.re most easily manipul.at~d. 
6. We will, in effect, be crossing the boundaries of the formal 
complete sets we would have found starting. from the· defini~g 
list of variables. Questions of dependence and independence 
will be addressed in Chapter II·I. 
7. A linear regression equation is chosen for analysis due to its. 
widespread use in modeling, although the· same comments apply to 
regressions that are non-linear in their parameters.· 
8. The dimensional universal constant play·s a s.ignificant role in 
physics. Some examples are· the· velocity of l_ight· in a. vacuum, 
c, the gravitation constant, G, ~d the· ch~ge of the· electron,· 
e. For a more complete list, see Bri_dgman. However, the· ~gni-. ,( 
tude df such constants can vary by transforming their dimen-
sions under (2). Consider the equation ·for the photoelectric 
effect 
(16) E = h u 
where Eis energy i!?T-2), his Plank's Constant (Mr.2T~1 l and 
u is frequency· (T ) • Since h· · is a constant,· we can remove it 




























(17) E au 
·· Quite obviously, Equation (17 . ..), a statement of proven experi-
mental result, is not dimensionally h.~ogeneous, while 
Equation (16), when the dimensions ot h are considared, is. 
This discrepancy leads most authors to th.e conclusion that aJJ 
physical laws are not dimensionally homogeneous.. ·Further, the 
presence of Plank's constant in Equation (16) sets a precise 
relationship among M,L,T, and hence, these quantities are no 
longer independently unit-free. Contrast this with the formula 
for kinetic energy: 
K.E. 1 2· = -mv 2 
Removal of tp.e constant 1/2 does not aftect the dimensional 
homogeneity of the equation, since the 1/2 is a dimensionless 
constant. 
Equation (16) is philosophically not dimensionally homogeneous 
by virtue of the preceeding argument. Equation (16) is homo-
geneous when the dimensions of hare considered explicitly. 
Hence, we can convert this tacky problem to managability by 
the following clever ruse: a set of dimensional constants , 
pertinent to the type of experiment (process) under study, 
will be carried in the original data set, with explicit 
dimensions and constant value. In this w133, we mq trick the 
dimensional process into using these variables in the 
appropriate places. Hence, they can enter into our dimensiaial 
analysis and -a11ow us to maintain the appealing notion that 
all physical laws are dimensionally homogeneous. Thinking 
along the lines of refuting the general idea of universal. 
dimensional homogeneity led Birkhoff to the statement, "Indeed, 
the decision to call certain units '"fundamental"' ( or 
primary) and others '"derived" 1 ( or secondary) is one of 
convention and not of physical necessity." '!his concept will 
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9. What meaning is to be ass,igned. to the operat:t.ai log (Ix I volts) 
or sin (f x I meters). ·An· answer· is supplied· by'·.Bucki~gham, 
"Such exptessions as. ~og Q ·or sin Q do not occur in physical 
equations; tor no purely·· airthmetic operator, except a single· 
numeric multiplier, can be applied to an operant which is not 
itselt a dimensionless nimiber·, because we cannot assign any 
definite meani .. ng to the res.ult· ot such an operation." 
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3.1 Algorithm Design Considerations 




matical concepts introduced in Chapter II lead us now to a computer 
algorithm des.igned to implement dimensional analytical principles. 
E~gel [lOJ classifies dimensionless groups into five cat.egories: 
(1} Dimensionless ways of expressing an experimental result. 
r·n keeping with th.e hydrodynamical example· ot Section· 
2.1.2, CD , the drag coefficient, = (gF/t P µ 2 ) •A 




Examp~es of this category- are Reynolds and Fr.9-ude·.· .n: .. be,s-. 
' 
(3) A dimensionless combination·of quantities ·Which describes 
a physical property of an experimental component. 
{4J "Trival11 ratios such as V1 /V2 , J\f~. 
(5) Derived groups. formed by combini.ng quanti.ti.es from 
groups {l)-{ 4) 
Engel s.~es.ts that relationships should be sought between di~ns.ion"!"'. 
less vari.ables of the first two groups. Those of Group (3}· JDB.Y be 
included only if they- are variables duri.ng the course of the· experi~. 
ment. Group ( 4) variables should be included carefully~ '£.We will 
discuss this more fully in the context of combinatorial problems.) 
Group C>)variables. will not be treated directly. Th.el.r formation 
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Stated in terms of the process we are attempti~g to charac-
terize, Groups (1) and (2) have defi~ite· interpretations. Groups (2) 
corresponds to dimensionless variables formed from the in-process 
variables; Group (1) corresponds to dimensionless variables formed 
by dividing one of the response variables by a grouping of in-proces·s 
' \. 1··r, . 
. . ' 
variables with the same {composite) dimensions. Our tasks, therefore, 
is to design an algorithm that will form these_ groups. 
.... 
The development of the a;J.gorithm is predicated on the 1 physical. 
point-of-view adopted earlier. The compelling notion that physical 
laws are, by their nature, simple, leads us to a method that will 
exploit this simplicity. Additionally, we seek a way which avoids 
the chance combinations of dimensionless variables mentioned by 
Bridgman (see Section 2.1.2). These considerations lead us to the 
concept of a dimensional transformation matrix. 
3.1.1 Transformation Matrix 
The notion of a transformation matrix is common in the theory 
of stochastic p~ocesses, in particular Markov chains. Such a matrix 
gives the probability of making a transition from state i at time t, 
to state j · at time t + 1. We have· borrowed the concept of transi-
. 
tions between states and applied it to "transitions" between dimen-
sions. The transformation matrix is square, and has the same head-
ings ( dimen$ional quantities) across the col,mms as down the rows 
( arid in the same order) • Th~ ,p1inciple diagonal is, therefore, all 
ones ( the transition · factor for going from dimensional qu$11tity · ·1 . 
. 
·,. 
I > _1', 










to dimensional quantity. i). The ma.trix i.s SYJ1111letr1cal in the sense 
that tor all· cells·aij , 
.... 
! 
This :fact aids in the construction ot the matrix, since only one-
halt of it (e.g. the upper triangular portion) need b.e computed. 
By w~ of illustration, Figure~3.~ gives one,section of such 
a matrix. We are considering the conversion of several q.imensional 
quantities, canrnon in hydrodynamics, to the dimension of momentum, P. 
p 
• • • • • • 
L3 D•V L3 - Volume -
• • • • • • 
I j 
• • • M Mass -• • • 
-
• • • • • • 
1 T - Time 
-
p 
• • • • • • 
V V - Velocity 
-
M 
• • • • • • 
F w - Work T 
• • • • • • 
M D - Density -V 
. 
• • • • • • 
' l 
A F - Force w 









• A - Acceleratioo 
Figure 3.1: Dimensional Transformation Matrix 
'!he workings of t:pe· matrix are basicaJ Jy simple. . One can "create" 
a variable with dimensions ot momentum by ·locating a varl:able with. 
' .. 
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dimensions of vol11me in the data set,· and then multiplying by two 
• • ~ w I, 
: \ 
other variables in the data set, one with dimensions of density and 
one with dimensions of velocity. The matrix also allows alternative 
formulations, e .• g., a mass multiplied by a velocity, or a time mul-. 
tiplied·by a force. ·The iterative use of the transformation matrix 
' .. 
can be ·demonstrated as. follows. If we wanted to construct momentum 
' 
by multiplyi_ng vol1nne b!r density and ~elocity·, but the· data.-s.et 
contained no variables·\.rwi th. the dimens.ions of density, we could look. 
at the colimm labeled densit~ and construct such a v~riable by mul.-
ti1;>lying mass _by !/volume. We could proceed .in this way, making 
the required substitutions mitil a feasible combination was uncovered. 
However, one pays a penalty for· these iterative substitutions. The 
penalty is complexity. The construction of the matrix is predicated 
' 
on simplicity. The entries in the matrix cells are based on the· 
knowle_dge and intuition (both general and problem specific) -of the 
matrix designer. As substitutions are made, additional factors. are 
included (by at least one for each substitution). While this action 
doesn't automatically· invalidate the solution, it does reduce the 
-intuitive appeal of the solution. 
The dimensional transformation matrix is employed by the 
~gorithm to calculate the Group (1) dime;nsionless variables. As ·a 
basis for calculation, the response (experimental re~ult) v~iable 
dimensilcon -is defined to be derived, ·wi.le the· in-process variables,:•; 












(by Birkhott} .·· to chose 81lY' · acheJlle ot . tundamental vs deri.ved q,ian-
ti ties that we wish, the choi.ce outlined above i.s both convenient 
and rational. 
A tew comments are ·in · order· with respect to dr&Ybacks inherent 
.. 
I 
in the matrix approach. One is the amomt. of time required of the 
.• 
program us.er to develop an appropriate matrix, particularly if the 
~er is unfa;ndliar (or does not recall) the relationships mllong 
;-
dimensioned quantities. This development time could be as long as 
several man-days. A second drawback is the am.omit of .computer co~e 
required to store the matrices. For example, a matrix designed 
1 
·around 20 dimensional quantities requires 4K words core of storage. 
Two such matrices were developed for the purposes of investigation; 
one for basic electrical circuits, comprised of 13 basic dimensional. 
quantities, and one for hydrodynamical. experiments, comprised of 20 
dimensional quantities. The complete matrices are given in Appendix B. 
3.2 The Alsorithm 
The f'unctional computer pr.ogram is divided into two separate 
sections. The :first employs the dimensional transformation matrix 
to develop Group (1) dimensionless variables, and is designed to run 
in a batch (non-interactive) mode. The second major section employs 
the method of indices to develop Group (2) dimensionless variables, 
as well as the actual construction of the transf'ormed data set. In 
this case, the interactive mode of operation was selected. A program 
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A disclaimer is in order. 'lhe algorithm which is to be de-
scribed is not purported to be the best, fastest, ~ptimal, etc. 
Rather, an attempt has been made to develop a reasonably efficient 
algorithm wnich will allow for a thoughtful evaluation of the 
application of dimensional analysis to process characterization. 
The interested reader who wishes to spend lonely winter evenings 
sitting before shaving milliseconds off of the 
exeuction time, is invited to do so. 
3.2.1 Group (1) Calculations 
The section of coding which computes Group (1) dimensionless 
variables is composed of several routines. Each will be described 
in logical order with appropriate comments relative to the selection 
of procedures. A flowchart of the algorithm is given in Appendix C. 
A. Block Data Subroutines 
Each transformation matrix is coded in the DATA state-
ments of a BLOCK DATA subroutine. The subroutine ini tiali·zes 
the arr~s for numerator and denominator factors 
(['RANSN (20,20,5) and TRANSD {20,20,5),respectively) and loads 
these arr83"s into :COMMON. Also loaded into COMMON is a 
library (LIBR) of terms for the particular problem area. 
'!he arr~ LIBR is employed in recognizing inputed dimensions 
(volts, V; viscosity, VIS; resistance, OHM; etc.) 'lhe 
libraries already developed are given in Appendix B. itie · 
data can then be accessed by the main program. This con-
struction allows for ease of operation, in that the, user 
. \ 
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need only select the BLOCK DATA subroutine germane to the 
' I 
problem under consideration, and execute it along with the 
• malll program. 
A major shortcoming of the BIOCK DATA approach (in fact, the 
entire transformation matrix approach) is the .requirement that only 
. ' 
one such subroutine m~ be used during any one program executioo.. 
Hence, if one is dealing w·ith a hybrid process, i.e., one which 
bridges major disciplines (mechanics, hydrodynamics, electronics, 
etc.), having the BLOCK DATA subroutines for each major discipline 
available will be of little use. The user will have to design a 
new transformation matrix (and code a new BIDCK DATA subroutine) 
I for such a process. 'lhe BLOCK DATA subroutines for electrical and 
hydrodynamical applications are named ELEC and HYDRO, respecti ve]y. 
B. Mainline program - DIMEN 
The mainline program, DIMEN, performs the major tunc-
tions of basic analysis and cataloging of the dimensional 
information contained in the process d~ta set and control 
of the various computational and analytical subroutines. 
An important aspect of the analysis procedure is the encoding 
of dimensional. quantities with prime nmn.bers. Hence, the "dimension-
al codes" of the quantities 1is.ted down the rows (or across the 
columns) numbered (1,2,3,4·, .•• ,20), are (2 ,3,5, 7 ,• .. ,67). '.Dlis 










. . . 











J,' ( . 
coding scheme has advantages· which heavily outweigh the slight pro-
. 
' 
gramming difficulties. A pair of characteristic numbers ( a signature.) 
can be assigned to each calculated dimensional transformation ( one 
for the numerator and one for the denominator) • Each n11rnber is 
merely the product of the prime number codes of all factors. Hence, 
each such product will be a unique representation of a particular 
combination of dimensional factors. As combinations are developed, 
the~ can be checked for redundancy against all previous non-redundant 
transformations. These comparisons require a minimum of time and core. 
Additonally, the prime number codes can aid in the determination of 
transformation independence, and they are a more quantifiable measure 
of complexity. As the number of factors increases, so does the size 
of the signature. 
The routine begins by reading in the necess·ary I/0 information 
from prenumbered data files. This information includes the number of 
variables in the in-process,response and performance variable sets, 
as well as the number of process observations,and additional. I/0 data. 
From a second file, the program reads the dimensional names of all 
in-process and response variables. As each name is read, it is com-
pared to the names· in LIBR. When the proper name is found, the prime 
number code (and name) are entered in arrary VABDEM, and the presence 
of the particular dimension in the variabile set is reeorded in array 
\ 1 
PRES- If the name is not found in LIBR, an error mess·.age is written 
to the output tile and execution is terminated • 
41 
' '•,. t 








Linear s·cale factors (orders ot magnitude) are not considered. 
(. -12) This is for computational reasons. I~ factors such as pica- 10 · , 
micro-(10-6) and mega-(106} are incl~ded in the observations data set, 
underflows and overflows can lead to errors. Hence, all observations 
must be properly entered, as the s_ignificant protion · ()t the n1JIDber 
2 expressed in scientific notation. 
We now begin the process ot constructing dimensionless vari~ 
ables around each response variable in ~rder ·of input. The first one 
is chosen and its dimension, ICOD recorded. The transformation matrix 
is then scanned to determine which dimensions are missi~g from the 
pt,ssible combinations listed in the corresponding matrix column, ICOL. 
The. results of the search are stored in array MISS. The transforma'!9 
tions are now identifiable by a rank order designation. Zero-
order transformations have no dimensions missing, first order trans-
formations ha-ve one dimension missing, second order two, and so forth .• 
For reasons of.~the simplicity of physical laws and the restricted 
scope of this paper, we will limit our computations to, at most, first 
order complexity. 
The first dimensionless response variables to be formed· are 
those created by dividing the response variable by· each in~rocess 
variable with the same ·dimension, in turn, (if any exist). These 
are the so called simple di visions. Next, zerQ~.th order tra.nsforie-. 
~tions and first order tranformations are formed with the aid of sub~ 
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Three output tiles are created. '!he first is a s,,mma:ry ot 
the variable combinations formed. '!he second, which becomes an in-
put to the Group (2) program, contains ··the actual dimensionless re-
sponse variable, in-process variable combinations. ~e third file, 
also an input of' th.e Group (2) program, contains the catalogued di-
mensional information of' arr~s VARDEM, PRES, and a portion of LIBR. 
C. Subroutine BUILD 
'!his routine, called by both the mainline program, 
DIMEN, and by subroutine ALTER has as its major :f'unction the 
formation of' the_ actual variable combinations , bas·ed on the 
dimensional information passed to it :from ei·ther calling 
routine. In addition, the prime n,m,ber code bookkeeping 
procedure is act~ated each time the routine is called. 
BUILD calls subroutine LEN (see below) to perform consistency 
checks on each variable combination. 
D. Subroutine ALTER 
When any substitutions in the transformation matrix 
need be made ( for first order or higher order combinations) , 
subroutine ALTER is called to affect the dimensional 
manipulations discussed in Section 3.1.1. After each 
appropriate dimensionless combination is found, subroutine 
BUILD is called to proceed with the actual variable combi-
nation specification. 
Subroutine .ALTER is basically admjnistrative in nature. .!I!ie 
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i out ot working vectors as the search proceeds. .A:tter the return trom 
BUILD, the working vectors are restored to the original dimensional 
data passed to ALTER from its calling program, DIMEN. 
• .! 
E. Subroutine LEN 
LEN is an appendage of subroutine BUILD, and serves· the 
purpos_e of checking the derived variable combination against 
certain measures of consistency. 
to insure that a particular dimension-
al quantity is replaced by the same particular variable in each 
occurance of the quantity in either the numerate or denominator. 
Consider the dimension, length. To add physical sense to the 
solution, we insist that any areas or volumes which are constructed 
from lengths be constructed from the same length. For example, ];et· 
the current combination of variables, Vi (with dimensions di) that 
forms a dimensionless resistance be given by: 
If variables v1 ,v2 ,v3 have dimensiais of ohms, variables v4, v5 _have 
dimensions of ohms/square and variables v6,v7,v8 have dimensicns ot 
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· would be allowed. The canbination 
.. 
1 1 
I 2 • 4 • b-7 ., 
al.though dimensionally correct, would not be allowed. 
The second function of I.EN is to dis all ow the current combina-
tion if the same variable appears in both the numerator and denomi-
nator. This merely removes the necessity for calculating a "new" 
variable combination which is the equivalent of a previous combina-
tion multiplied by a convenient 1. 
A numerical. example of Group (2) program operation is given 
in Appendix D. 
3.2.2 Group (2) Calculations 
As with Group (1) calculations, the routines of this package 
will be discussed in logical order. A flowchart of the algorithm 
is given in Appendix C. 
A. Blo.ck Data Subroutines 






'· for use, one each for electrical and hydrodynamical 
applications (named DA.TEL and DATHY respectively). 
one BLOCK DA!I'A subroutine mq be included in a given 
program execution. Each routine loads a general dimensional 
matrix, DIMEXP. These matrices, for electrical and 
hydrodynamical work ,are given in Appendix B. .. I 
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B. Mainline Program DATSET 
I 4 
The basic operation of this routine is pattemed atter 
the Method of Indices discussed in Section 2.1.2. It 
calculates -a complete set of dimensionless variables from 




· A:f'ter reading basic input parameters :from a pre-numbered file, 
• 
DATSET reads the arra.vs V.ARDEM, PRES and LIBR which were outputs 
from routine DIMEN. The observation data set is read next and 
stored in arr~ DATA. 
, 
Based on the information · in LIBR and PRES, a dimensional. 
matrix, A, is formed by selecting the required colitrDDs of DIMEXP. 
A c 1all is made to MFGR, a scientific subroutine program (SSP) which 
returns the rank of A, !RANK, the independent rows, and sufficient 
independent col11mns to form a sub-matrix of maximal rank. This 
sub-matrix is constructed as arrq Dl. !lhe n,nnber of dimensionless 
variables, NDIM, is equal to the n,nnber of dimensions in the in-
process data set ( the n,nnber of colimns in A) , N, minus the rank of 
A. 
NDIM = N-IRANK 
The coliimns of A not used in constructing Dl become the arbi trar., 
variables in the tinal solution. Hence, for the i th dimensionless 
variable , Il . , the i th arb i trar., variable will be assigned a 1 
value of one, and all other arbitrary variables a valu~ of zero .• 
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vector ot right hand sides of Dl can be calculated. A call is then 
:made to SSP routine SIMQ, which returns the solutions 
· Bi.1' .1 =[N + 1 -rruuaj, ... , N. !lhe total solution, 
Bij , j = 1, ••• , N can now be constructed. These are the powers to 
which the j th dimensional quantity is to be raised. Subroutine 
INTEXP (see below) is called to insure that the quantities Bi.1 are 
integers. 
A test is made to insure that a Il. has fewer than 10 factors 1 
in the numerator and denominator. If a Il. exceeds· this figure, the 1 
coliJIDDS of A are permuted and the process repeated. It all cyclic 
permutations of A fail the test, an error message is printed and 
execution is terminated. 
Based on a user input, the program searches one of the DIMEN 
output files for an appropriate dimensionless response. Having 
selected one, we convert the Il. into combinations of in-process 1 
variables. The basic rule is that variables which appear in the 
dimensionless response a.re to be ignored, whenever possible, when 
constructing the in-process combinations. (If such a variable is the 
only one with a pa.rticuJ..ar dimensional quantity, this mq not be 
possible.) ' A:t'ter variable assignments have been made, a consist~n:ey.· · 
test is performed, similar to subroutine LEN in the Group (1) program. 
If the test is violated, a. new assignment is made. '!be entire issue 
of combinatorials is not· addressed here (nor is it addressed in the 
literature). A single variable ass.ignment is made to a Il i, even 
though a lar~ number of variable combinations might fit the 
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dimensional requirements. No eftec~ive means ot handling this 
problem has been uncovered during this investigation. 
The transformed data set is now created. First, the denomi-
nators of all Group (2) variables and the dimensionless response are 
calculated and tested for having zero value. 'lhe procedure is con-
tinued for all observations until the largest common subset of ob-
servations is determined, i.e. all those observations which do not 
result in any dimensionless variable having a zero value denominator. 
As the final values are calculated, they are stored in arr8'3 TOUT. 
When the entire .transformed data set has been ca.lculated, headings 
are written to the final output :file followed by the contents of 
TOUT in a form amenable to inputing to an available model building 
program. 
New transformed data sets can be formed from either a 
different dimensionless variable combination of the same response 
variable, or from a different response variable. 'lbe option is 
in the form of a user input. 
C. Subroutine INTEXP 
This routine converts the solution vector, B, to all 
integers. 'lhe conversion is accomplished by suecessi ve 
division by the smallest congruential traction .and testing 
for round-off error • 
.. A numerical example of Group (2) progralil operation is given 
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3.3 Uses of Progra.m·output 
<J Two of the goals of this paper were to develop a rational 
basis for process modeli~g, and to determine which in-process vari-
ables are significant. The p~ogram output will al.:low us to do both. 
As an example, consider a transformed data set composed of a 
I 
dimension~ess response , Yi , and a complete set of dimensionless 
I 
in-process variables II. , i = i, ••• , NDIM. . These NDIM + 1 variables 
I 1 
are imputed into a general model buildi~g program (-usually regression 
based). Let us say that a significant linear model is found, of the 
form 
' y i = 8i II 1 + ~ II 2 + ••• + 8NDIM fINDIM. • 
We know the construction of each variable with respect to the ·~i.g-
inal set of in-process variables, x j , j=l, · • • , t • We can, ::·the·refore 
convert the variables to their xj form, clear the le:f't hand side and 
immediately obtain a solution of the form 
ti:£ X j , j =l , • • • , t , 
where f is now known. The particular variables ~k are now recog-
nized as being significant. Further, since we have chosen to model 
the response variable, we can more logically proceed to control the 
~ 
values of ~ to affect an optimum v.alue for y i . The desired toler~ 
ances for y i are known (in fact, specified by the. product designer), 
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to translate the tolerance on y 1, through the model, to composite 
tolerances on each term of f(~). 
The notions discussed above immediately generalize to higher 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Up to ten factors for each transition are stored in two 




2. Standard prefixes (e .• g. bilo-,k-,micro-,mu-, etc.) may proceed 
tlie variable dimension name. They do not affect computation, 
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We are now in a position to test the concepts of dimensional 
analysis and the computer algorithm against several sets -of data. 
By exploring these data sets , we will be attempting to answer 
several questions: 
test. 
(1) Does the dimensional. information provided yield a meaning-
ful (physical) model? 
(2) Can variation in the response variable be adequately 
explained? 
·(3) Can economics of variables and model simplicity be 
affected? 
(4) How do the resultant models compare with the usual 
stepwise regression models? 
The hydrodynamj c example of Section 2.1.2 will be used for this 
'!he system is a solid body of characteristic size, d, embeded 
in a fluid of density,,,, with viscosity,µ, and free stream 
velocity, v. These form the four in-process variables. The 
response variable will be the drag force, D, to which the body is 
sub·jected. dimensionless 
' 
' . 1 quantity of coefficient of drag, CD. 
A suitable data set for such an experimen-p was generated in 
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(1) The distance, d, is distribution 
with parameters N(lo-3 , 10-8).. '!his is variable v3• 
(2) The velooi ty, V, is selected from. a normal distribution 
with parameters N( .1, .0016). 'lllis is variable v4·. 
:(3) A temperature, T, is selected 
with parameters N(50, 40). 
. . 
distribution 
(4) '!he density, fl, is calculated as v1 = -.06 * T.+ 101.8 
·(5) The viscosity,µ., is calculated as 
v2 = .045 * EXP(-.0204 * T). 
(6) The Reynolds n11mber, IR, is ·calculated as 
(7) 
IR = V l * V4 * V 3. _/ v2 
'!he value of the coefficient of drag, ?n' is obtained from 
an assumed, empirical function for CD = f( IR) • 
For the range B$:J.oo. , the function is of the :rorm 
C = 24. * m l/3 = v6• D . 
( 8) '!he drag force, D, is calculated as follows : 
D = v6 * vl * v42 * v32 * .125 * 3,14159 = V5 
'!he constants convert the variable v3 , a distance, into the 
variable v3 
2
, an area, A, 
A FORTRAN program was written to generate a set of 50 
observations on the six variab·les. 2 
The Group (1) algorithm performed its function, es can be seen 
in Figure 4.1, the s,umnary .output report. A total of two combinations 
of dimensional quantities reduced D. to a dim.ens ionless qr1enti ty, 
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CO:MPOSITE VARIABLE DIMENS. 
(N=NUMER, D=DENOM) 
57 17 7 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .o 0 
31 17 7 17 7 o·· ' ,• Q, iO 
0 0 0 0 0 Q_; 0· . . 0 
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Figure 4 .1 : S11mma.ry Output File ( Hydrodyna,mj c ) 
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The Group (2) algorithm was executed twice, once tor each 
combination of variables. In this we;r two transformed data sets 
were produced. They were analyzed individually. Each transformed 
data set contained 1on]y,,two variables, one ot the Group (2) variables 
. . 
with the single in .. process dimensionless variable. The data s.ets 
lead to models of the form: 
(i) 
-(i4) 
' ' where n1 , n2 are the two possible dimensionless combinations using 
the response variable, drag force, D. 
Since these are equations in only two variables , they are well 
suited to ·plotting. In this Wf13, we can readily observe i:f' a 
relationship exists. 'lhe resultant dimensionless graphs are given 
in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. Both curves suggest 
a simple linear approxi·mation, or at worst, a relationship with a 
slight second-order component. '!he data sets were operated on by a 
linear regression routine, first excluding second order terms, and 
then allowing them to enter the regression. In all cases, the 
regression equations were not forced to pass through the origin. 
'!he results of these invest~gations are s11nroarized in Tables 4.1, 
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Figure 4 •. 2: 
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A. First Order Only 
Variable Degrees .of Freedom F Ratio 
": 




48 '.Ja.962 • 9 3 . ;1~1 All Var. 1, ., 1:Y~ J\ 
I . 
' Model: D1 = 11.809 I -2.011 
Percent of total variation explained = 99.0 . 
B. Allowing Second Order 
Variable Desrees of Freedom F Ratio 
I 1, 47 223924.29 
!2 1, 47 2118.73 
All Var. 2, 47 113021. 51 
' 2 Model: D1 = 7.721 I+ 2.305 I -0.640 
Percent of total variation explained = 99.9, 














Degrees ot Freedom 
1, 48 
1, 48 




Percent of total variation explained= 94.9 
Allowing Second Order 
Variable Degrees of Freedom F Ratio 
I 1, 47 4960.22 
!2 1, 47 215.22 
AJ 1 Va.r. 2, 47 2587.72 
Model: n2 ' = 6. 718 I - 1.613 I
2 + 4.409 
Percent of total variation explained = 99.1 
• Table 4.2 - ~egressions an b2 = f'(I) 
.59 
..• l . 
' , ·•,',, , ·I 
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' In the case of n1 = t(I), (Table 4.1), both models otter an 
excellent fit, although the model of part B has a higher F ratio. 
(Actually, all the F ratios listed are extremely large; the 95% 
F ratio for the problem is typically less than 5. Hence, choosing 
the model on the basis ot the F ratio is of little value.) '!he 
additional explanation of variation afforded by the model of part B 
is probably not adequate compensation for the inclusion of a second 
variable. 
' '!he comments made ~bove apply to the regressions on n2· = f(I), 
(Table 4.2), with the exception of the trade-off between better fit 
and additional complexity. Here, the extra variable results in 
approximately a 4% increase in variation explanation. '!his trade-
off would have to be considered _against factors not covered here. 
Bear in mind that the models of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are 
dimensionless regressions. As such, they are possessed of all the 
virtues of dimensionless equations which were discussed (in nearly 
painful detail) in Chapter II. Further, since they were begot from 
a complete set (in this case, 1) of in-process and response 
I' 
dimensionless variables, these equations are at least plausible 
candidates for representations of physical laws (processes). This 
result, alone, is worth the effort. 
By w~ of comparison, let us· consider regressiais on the 
original data se,Pconsis..ti~g·. of the variables v1 , v2J,: ••• , v6• We 
will once .again model the response variable, v5• 'lhe same format 
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regressions will be utilized in this case. 
in Table 4. 3, below. 




A. First Order Only 










Model: v5 = .00022 v2 + .02825 v3 + .00021 v4 -.00004 
Percent of total variation explained= 90.9 
B. Allowing Second Order 
Variable Desrees of Freedom F.Ratio 
v2 1, 43 64.83 
V3 1, 43 74.95 
vlv4 1, 43 470.33 
v2v4 1, 43 490.21 
V3V4 1, 43 9818.86 
2 1, 43 163.29 v4 
All Var. 6, 43 1837.08 
Model: V = 5 
- -4 8 -6 
·3.38 x 10 v2 -.02 V3 -5.15 x 10 vl V4 
2 
- .0039 v2 V4 + .496 v3 V4 + .0014 V4 
4 -5 + 2. 7 X 10. 
Percent of total variation explained = 99. 6 
' ·--
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Part A of Table 4. 3 shows that the degree ot explanation 
ottered is not~ quite as h.igh as tor the comparable parts of the 
dimensionless regressions, while that of part B, Table 4.3 is on a 
' par with the dimensionless regressions. What is of interest here 
is the form of the resultant regressions. '!hey are far m>re 
complex than their dimensionless counterparts. More importantly, 
they lack the physical properties Qf the dimensionless regression: 
. . 
they are not dimensionally homogenous and hence, not unit-tree. 
The coefficients and even the f'orm are subject to change when the 
conditions of experimental measurement are changed. Lastly, their 
lack of homogeneity precludes the possibility that an aqcurate 
representation of· a physical process has been formulated. For these 
reasons, we must consider these models physically suspect. 
4.1.2 Electrical Example 
'!he computer algorithms are now directed toward the modeling 
of a complex manufacturing process, the 23D Integrated Circuit, 
produced by the Western Electric Company at its Allentown Works. 
A data set of 64 observations of 18 different variables was obtained. 
The data set included 15 in-process, 2 response and 1 performance 
{yield) variables. Table 4 .. 4 gives the variables and their 
dimensions. 
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* Qualitative variables - omitted from analysis 



















ihe results of the Group (1) algorithm are shown in Figure 4.4. · 
A total of ti ve transforms (260 variable combinations) were de tined 
for response variable 1, and a total of two transfo~ ( 42 variabl·e 
combinations ) were defined f'or response variable 2. 
· The Group ( 2) algorithm was executed several times ( there are, 
atter all, 302 possible dimensionless responses). Again, since we 
are dealing with only two vari&bles 3 in the dimension~ess equation, 
a simple plot will tell us a great deal about the functional relation-
ship (if' any exists). Figure 4.5 is typical of the results obtained. 
None of the appropriate combinations attempted produced any semblance 
of order. For this reason, no dimensionless regressions were 
attempted. Additionally, regressions performed on the untransformed 
data did not yield results of any significance (when attempting to 
model the response variables). A discussion of. these apparent 
failures will be presented in Section 5.1, Conclusions. 
4.2 Application to Feed Forward Process Control 
One can demonstrate the value of a feed forward (adaptive) 
control scheme rather easily. Consider the following production 
situation: A circuit consists of' two resistances, R1 and~· They· 
are created in that order. The associated response variable, R3, 
is the sum,. · R1 + ~- A specific set~ tolerances on R3 is used 
to later judge the value (0 or 1) of' the manufactured circuit. 
Let the process operate ,mc~ntrolled, i.e., R1 and R2 will be 
drawn from independent normal dist.ributions. For the sake ot 
argument, let ~ be drawn from an N1 ( 50 ,25) distribution and let 
64 
' ' 























4 . . N= 
D= 






COMPOSITE VARIABLE DIMENS. 
{N=NUMER, D=DENOM) 
11 7 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 0 :Q 
13 3 .. Q :o: ·o O· ', o· ,o 0: 
7 0 0 0 o· . 0 0 ·o· Cl 
7 7 7 :ll 3 0 . · . a o: 0 
7 0 ,o· :o. 0 ,' :Q ·o :o: :o 
3 3 7 ·1 '11 :Q. _() o· . 0. 
3 0 0 o· 0 0 0 O· O· 
3 3 13 ·o: () :Q, 0 O· •.' '.o 
... 
3 7 .o .O· .d . (1 0 0 :Q 
3 0 o· -0 .0 o· o: ·O ,() 
0 0 0 ,o 0 o. 0 ,· b 0 .. 
7 7 7 3. ·.,:ll :o 0 0 :o_ 
13 0 0 :o: 'Q 0 :o- ·o ·o ' ... . . : 
NO. OF VAR. COMBINATIONS 
0 
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Figure 4.5: Dimensionless Plet~DI vs. I 
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~ be drawn .trom an N2 (100,50) .. distribution. Further, the 
distribution.a' means are adjustable (instantaneously)· over a range 
ot .!. 1 t1 • The tolerances on R3 are 150 !. 5%. Under the ,mcontrolled 
condition, the process can expect to pro~uce 72.8% good product 
( ass11ming long-run stability). 
Let us now install the following control procedure: After R1 
is made, we subtract its value from the desired value of R3, 150. 
This figure then becomes the mean of distribution N2 , subject to the 
limits of !_ l t1 variability. Hence, all values of the mean of N2 
which lie outside the + l t1 lirni ts are set equal to the appropriate 
-
.limit. Under these controlled conditions , the percentage of good 
product produced increases to 80.6. The economic decision is simple; 
the savings of higher yield vs. the cost of information transfer 
J 
and control. 
The exercise outlined above made one implicit ass11mption; the 
equation that defines the response variab·le in terns of controllable 
in-process variables is known. It is in this realm that dimensional 
analysis (and the physical principles behind it) is of definite use. 
Further discussion of this topic will be presented in Section 5.2, 
Recommendations for Future Study. 
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1. Caretul thought of this sentence produces another interesting 
argument in tavor of modeling the response variables (dimension-
ed quantities) rather than performance variables ( dimensionless 
quantities). Were this example a physical process actually 
! ' :" 
under study, we would want to measure the· six variables dis-
cussed. Yet, how does one "measure" the magnitude of a 
dimensionless quantity? Such an operation is without definitiai, 
since measurement requires an implicit measuring scale or 
quantity. The Reynold's n11mber is not measured, but rather 
derived from other quantities. In the same manner, yield is. 
derived and not actually measurable. M:>deling the dimensionless 
quantities, therefore, implicitly includes a model of the 
derivation process, usually arbitrary, and usually not part of 
a physical law. 
2. Appendix D is a detailed account of the algorithm's functioning 
for this test case. 
3. For the 23D data, the complete set of in-process dimensionless 
variables is one in n11mher. (Fbur dimensional quantities, and 
the rank of the resultant dimensional matrix is three). 
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CH.APTER V 
"It is better to lm.pw some of the questions than all of the answers.'' 
James Thurber 
5 .1 . Conclusions 
With regard to the avowed goals of this paper, we have been 
moderately successful. A comprehensive f'oundatiai for the inter-
relationships among physics, the manufacturing process an_d 
dimensional analysis has be~ set. Further, a functioning-~.~m,esio~· 
al analysis computer package has been developed, tested. and proven 
reliable at uncovering the dimensionless variables (as specified 
by the various Groups) from within a dimensioned data set. '!he 
application of these findings to model building has met with guarded 
success. Our knowledge of the topic is incomplete, in that our 
investigations have not uncovered the answer to the central question: 
If the dimensional analytic approach does not produce a significant 
model, then are we to assume that it is impossible to construct 
a valid model from the data given? That is, does a solution (model) 
exist? Intuition leans toward an afirmative answer, but we are now 
beyond the stage of intuitive results. A more caref'ully formulated 
program of investigation is in order. 
The treatment given of feed-forward process control was ~al rnos.t 
callous in its disregard. The process. control issue is a ver., 
complex one, and, as a result, has ventured outside the scope ot 
this paper. The crucial point to keep in mind is that any process 
control scheme is predicated on knowing a model tor the process, or 
69 
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at least knowing which variables most affect the outcome of. the 
process • ( In the latt~r case, one can otten s imul.ate process and 
control effects). 
The reader interested in an overview of the topic is directed 
·to Lewin [ 14]. Several appropriate papers , Liebermann [ 15] , 
Box and Jenkins [ 3] and Solheim end Soeth~ [ 18] deal directly 
with the question of adaptive process control •. 
In short, dimensional. analysis is a useful new tool that the 
mathematical ·model builder can call upon in his modeling efforts, 
and should prove useful when ever the model builder suspects that 
physics is involved. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
As Mr. Thurber suggests, the greatest benefit to come from this 
research ~.be the ability to ask the proper questions. To that 
end, ·the following recommendations are made: 
(1) Analyze the existence question of Section 5.1. Can it, in' 
fact, be resolved? 
.( 2}. Develop a methodology for dealing with combinatorial 
problems. How should one go about narrowing the fields 
of dimensionless response variables and complete sets of 
in-process dimensionless variables. 
(3) Devise a method to prove that a transformation matrix, 
.... 
-
when constructed accord~g to a particular set ot rules, 
does, in fact, contain all possible dimensional. com-
binations (exclusive ot Group (5)). Further, can a pro-
I 
70. 
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gram be devised that will automatically construct such 
a matrix, in accordance with a set of user supplied rules. 
( 4) Further. develop the relationship between the dimension-
less regression model and process control. Can the 
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A basic set of phys·ica1 quantities and their· MKS dimensions 
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This appendix contains several matrices and tables which 
provide the basis for the· Group (1) and Group (2) algorithms. 
a • Electrical Figure 
Transformation-Matrix B.1 
Library of Terms B.2 
Dimensional Matrix B.3 
b. Hydrod,yna;mi cal 
Transformation Matrix BZ4 
Library of Terms B.5 
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.APPERDIX B (Cont' d) 
9,1,antity 1-1,brary Term 
1. Voltage V 
2. Current AMP· 
3. Resistance OHM 
"· 
Length M 
5. Obms OHH3Q per,Square 
6. Resistivity OHMCM 
7. Area Jtl 
8. Vol\llle M3 
9. Time SEC 
10. Frequency SEC-1 
ll. Capacitance · FD 
12. Inductance B 
13 • Power WA.Tr 
. 
Figure B. 2: Library of Terms (nectrical) 
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Figure B. 3 :. Dimensional Matrix (Electrical) 
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Figure B.5: Library of Terms (Hydrodynamical) 
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Program Flow Charts · ,• 
FigUre 
,:. · Group (1) Program C.l 
Group (2) Program .C .. ,2 
The parenthetical numbers in the logical blocks of the Flow 
Charts refer to the corresponding steps of the detailed n11mer-
ical example given in Appendix D • 
... 
.. az3: 
'.',, ,' .'' . ', 
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APPENDIX C (Cont'd) 
hl.OCK DA'l'A ::UfsltOU'l'lflft: N0---0 
ERROR MESSAO 
TO SUMMARY 
OU'l'PUT PILE NO (5) 
• 
• 
BEOIH PROCESSING A . 
RF.sPONSE VARIABLE ( 8) . 
USINO PRES AND LIBR, 
BUILD MISS (t.J) 
PERFORM ALL SIMPLE 
DMSIONS 10) 
WRITE VARIABLE COMBO 
TO GROUP (2) INPUT 












JIRES LIBR TO 





OP A GIVEN VARIABLE 
COMBDIA'l'ION { 50 ) 
'1'EST IF SAME 





~-ws~ 1CM•1l(_Rmi_m_· •.,.) 
· I C55> J ~ .. 

































LOAD VECTORS WITH INFO PROM CELL (IROW.ICOL) OP 
'l'RANSFORMATION MATRIX (24) 
REQUIRED VECTORS 




OUTPUT PILE (27) 






·LOAD VJo:CTOH:.: vrn1 






DDl!HSION (MIS.~( J ,M)) 
WITH A CELL FRoM . 
COLUMN PRES(MISS( J~ M), 2) 
OF THE TRAlmP.ORMATION 
MATH 
REPLACE OVERLAID FACTORS; 
USE REFEREIICE VECTOR 01" 
MOST RECENT·VERSION OP 
MANIPUJ..ATIO?l ( 38) 
PERFORM MANIPULATION TO 
ADD REQUIRED FACTORS TO 
MDI COMBINATION (:,q) • 
i I ', 
. -~ -










SATISPIF.S DIMENSIONS (29) VECTORS a,-......... 
PERFORM 
CONSISTENCY CHECK 






GROUP (2) INPUT FILE 
' (32) 
"YES 









I ,i'i/, ~,-, • 





OUTPUT FILE (-6)· 
RESTORE VECTORS (1&7) 
YES 
·;r,i·gtµt~ Ca· .f Cont t·9-) 
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T1toCK DATA :;uuHOUTIH~' 
INI'l'IAJ.Iit-: 01m10:1<AL 
f>IM£N:;I0flAL MA'rt(IX (l) 
SUBROUTINE INTEXP 
HO 
TF.ST FOR SMALLEST . 













,- ..; ,_... •.· "' 
·, 
• 















DATA PIT,E ) . 
READ VARDl•:M. l'HES, 








FORM SPECIFIC DIMENSIONAL 
MATRIX, A, FOR THEN DIMEN;;IONS 
IN DATA SET BY TAKING DIMENSIONS 
IN LIBR ORDER (5) 
STORE DIMENSIONS OP 




. ' t~· 
PIND RANK(A 
CALL MFOR 111----t..a MPGR-SSP ROUTINE . (7) 7a) 
• 
IRANIC•RANK A) 
ICOL-VEC'l'OR OP INDEPENDENT COLS IROlf•VECTOR OP INDEPEHDENT,ROWS (8) 
HUMBER OP .. 1., 
RDIN-N-IRANK (9) . 
USING ICOL AND·IROW 
PORM A ·MAXIMAL RANK 
SUB-MATRIX tH ARRAY Dl 
. (l") . 
SELECT ARBITRARY COifSTANTS, 
PORM RIGHT HAND SIDES, Rm:·. (11) . 
SOLVE LIN~AR EQUATIONS OF 
· 01 • x '•rJts 
CALL SIMQ 
12 
ADD ALL VARIABLES 
INTO SOLUTION 
13) 
MAKE 't' ALL I?ITl!:GER 
CALL INTEXP ..,__.sl 
(14) 
'l't:nT FOR F~'WfR THAU 10 
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:APPENDIX C ( Cont.' d). . 




S'i'OliJt: Tim SOI.UTIOtl (DI~lENSIONAL INFORMATION) 




VARIABLE NUMBER AN 
GROUP NO. 24 
llO 
CYCLICLY PERMUTE 
LIDR ORDER (.1,1) 






READ HEXT DIMENSIONLESS 
RESPONSE VARIABLE COMBI~ · 




DO NOT CONSIDER VARIABLES 
OF DD.fENSIONLESS lIBSPONSE 
FOR ASSIO?tMENT TO TI'S, 
IP POSSIBLE 
~ 
SS GH I·N-PROCESS VARIAB~ES" 
TO 'S. . • 
I.WORK FROM END OF PROCESS 
TO FRONT 
2.. KEEP C_YCLINO UNTIL 
ASSIGNMENT IS COMPLETE 
· 2e 
VARIABLES FOR TT• S 
STORED IN ARRAY VAR (2<>) ._ ____ ...,. ____ _.. 
ADJUST VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT. 
FOR DIMENSIONI\L CONSISTENCY, (30). 
DETERl4IHE LAROF .. ">T COMMON 
SIGNATURE FOR DATA SET 
l 
cou:>'l'HUC'l' 'l'kAU~Jt'(J)-(MJt:D IH-
PROCl~~n DATA 3ET BASED 
ON VAR 2 · 







































---·~-•',.,.·,· ... : ,-~ ...... -' .... ,·· ',..,_:: ....... ...:...~ 
. flJ.. .. 
APPEIDIX C ( Cont '·d) 
NO' 
WRITE HEADINGS TO 
OUTPUT FILE (36) 
WRITE . TRANSFORMED'· 























'\ ; .-: 
•· . 
T¥PE SUBSET 





































/ ' ,' APPENDIX D 
Th.is Appendix provides additional computational detail which 
illustrates the use ot the dimensional analysis pack.age. i!ie 
. 
. 
s~bject ot the exarople is the hydrodynamic experiment described 
in Chapter.:)IV. Then1mibers in parentheses, (1), (2), . . . ' 
correspond to the appropriately n11mhered blocks ot the flow. c:narts 
given in Appendix C. (Not all blocks will be discussed.) 
General conceptual concepts are given in Sections 3. 2 .1 and 3·.2. 2. 
I. Group (1) Calculations 
(1) See Appendix B~igures B-1, 2, 4, 5 




No.of in-process variables 
No.of response varial?les 
No.of performance variables 
No.of observations 
Dimensionless response output 
file 
Consistency check indicator 
Highest order for combinations 
- INPR = 4 
- IRES = 1 
- IPER - 1 
-
= NOBS - 50 
-
= IFILT = 28 
= I,ENCHK = 17 
=NMAX =1 
Library terms for each in-process 
and response variable ( variable 
numbers 1-5) 


















' J '.·.:·-:> •,, 
,>.:( ':. 
.. 
• 'I ' 
. ', .__ ,'. }f: ' -. 
' ,', 
' r ,' 








APPENDIX D (Cont'd) 
(6) After all di.mensional data i.s read and analyzed, arrqs 
VARDEM and PRES contain the following information: · 
1 
2 













row 1 = prime n11mber code 
Variable No. 
1 2 3 4 6 
31 57 17 7 13 O 
K N M M N 0 
G S O / O· .Q 
I I 0 ·s o: 0 •. . -·· 
M M ·o: o: 0 .Q 
. 
3 2 ():- '() •• ·, t 0. 0 
0 0 o· ·o·· ·· .. _ . :() 
• • •. .•: •. 
• • .. , .. ~:-
• • •• ·.• ~--
·•· 
0 0 (). .a.·: 
· .. ' 
,Q· 
• • • 
• • • 
•••••• 
















{ii) PRES (0/67,2): row 1 =: n11mber of variable with 
given prime number code; row 2 = cross r~ference 
to transformation matrix col11IDn (initialized in a 










• • • 
. . . 1 
. . . . 4 
.. . 1· ••• 31 .. •· • .• • 6. 
• • • 1 ... 1 .... 1 ••• 0 
• • • 7 ... 11 ... 17 ••.• 20 
*Initialized values tor computations. 
90 
M, •H< 
• ,· r , 
~ . . 
' . 
.. 
'.': ' ' ' "'' . ' ·: -: .... ' ·.~ ., - ~ 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd) 
(9) Atter the transformation matrix tor response variable 
no. 1 (variable no. 5) is analyzed, MISS has the follow-
' ing configuration (col. 1 = total number o:f dimensions 
missing; col. 2-11 = actual dimension code niirnbers). 
;. 
1 2 4 5 ••• 11 
1 2 2 0 0 • • • 0 
2 2 11 3 0 0 • • • 0 
Zero-th order 3 2 61 5 0 0 0 .. . . • • • 
• • • • . •.. • • 
• • • • • •• • transform 16 1 53 Q: 0 'O 0 ••• 
number (row of 17· 0 0 o· 0 0 0 • • • 
transformation 18 3 59 19· 5 0 0 • • • 
matrix) 19· 1 61 0 0, 0 0 • • • 
20 2 67 • • • 0 
(10) None possible (no ·in-process variables with dimension J:_i). 
'!here is only one, MISS (17,1) = O. Hence, only one 
zeroth order transition, (N) = (µ)(V)(d). 
(14) Execute CALL BUILD •. 
(15) 
(17) 
Update SiDDrnary file, Figure D-1. This is the entry 
headed by "NO. OF VAR. COMBINATIONS." 
. . 
In this case, there are sever~ possibilities, MISS 
{J,1) = 1 tor j = 7,9,10.,14,16,19. 
91 
..... i·· 
. ' .· ,., ,, 
.,. ' 
.... ~· . I• 

























COMPOSITE VARIABLE DIMENS. 
(N--= NUMBER, D = DENOM) 
57 17 7 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 Cl . 
31 17 7 17 7 . o: o· ·O· 
0 0 o.: 0 0 :Q_ 0: 0 
Figure D-1 : S1un1uary Output File 













,, ji'· ' 
•. 
4. 
APPENDIX D (Cont'd) 
(18) Execute CALL ALTER tor each value of Jin (17). 
(21) Fil~ written to is no. 25. 
(22) Process transformation cell (17,7) 
.(e4) VECTN = 57 17 7 0 0 0 0 0 .o ·o 
·,,. 
VEC'I'D = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(~6.) Check prime n11mber code against arra.Y BKP for redundancy. 
Code for this combination is (6783,0), (6783 = 57•17•17). 
:(.·27) Enter "TRANSFORM NO!' and "COMPOSITE VARIABLE DIMENS" 
(VECTN and VECTD) to s,unrnary output tile {Fig. D-1) • 
. (29) Only one variable combination is possible tor· VECTN 
and VECTD given in (24), namely· the product of 


















(32) Write response No., I, and J to file IFILT. 
( 34 ) For example , operate on row 16. 
(35) VECTN = 53 17 17 0 •.. 0 
VECTD = 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 
(37) Replace 53 with n/- = 31 7 7 
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APPENDIX D (Cont'd) 
~ 
31 7 7 17 17 
Nothing to add to VECTD. 
0 0 ·.• •• 0 
All dimensions ot VEorN, VECTD are p~esent. 
CALL BUILD for variable combinations. 
• 
( 
(51) All variables with dimension T;ENCHK are the sane? 
Yes, in this case. 
(54) No redundancy. 
II. Group (2) Calculations 
( 1) See Appendix B, Fi.gures B. 3, B. 6 
(2) Same as File 24, with the addition of': 
Observation data format = FMT = (BF) 
Observation data set tile = !FIL = 29 
Transformed data set output = IFILF = 23 









Order in which dimensions are found 
in in-process data set 
1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 -3 1 0 
-1 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
9.4 
• • • 
••• 
• • • 
• • • 
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APPENDIX D (Cont 1d.) 
(6) TRACK = 7 17 31 57 ·.'O . 0 ·. • • • .0. . 
' (8) !RANK = 3 
!COL = 3 1 4 2 .0 0 • • • 0 
!ROW =· 2 3 1 0 0-







1 2 . 3 4 
0 0 
-3 1 -1 
0 0 0 -1 -1 
0 0 l 0 1 
o o _o; :o ·o-





(ll) _Let variable 2 (ICOL (IR.ANK.- -f:1)) have arbitrary value 
(it is not part of Dl). Set it equal to 1. He~ce, 
RHS = 1 0 0 0 0 
... (12) Solution for Dl•X = RHS is 
x = 1.0 1.0 -1.0 o.o. ··o.o 
(13) X = 1.0 1.0 1.0 -1.0 •••• 0.0 
(14) No change in X 
(15) NTQ[' = 3 
DTO!' = 1 
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... ,_ ..... _.__ ....... ..,.., ..... ~-. 
APPENDIX D (Cc;,nt 1 d) . 
• (19) If need be, can form a new matrix, A; by ordering the 








Colimm.s 1-10 are for numerator factors, 
. 
Colimns 11-20 are for denominator factors 
Row 1 for dimensionless variable 1, etc. 
1 2 3 
7 17 31 
0 0 0 
• • • 
•• ~- • 
• • • 
0 0 0 
4 ••• 
0 • • • 




0. ••• • 
10 _ 11 
O 57 
0 0 





















(23) If NDIM >1, would now go back and set variable ICOL 
(!RANK + 2) = 1, and all other variables !COL (I), 
I >!RANK, = O, ~us 
(24) NRES = 1 
a new RHS. 
(25) First dimensionless response is response no. 1, divided 
by composite variable: 
N = 
D= 
2 3 4 O O .•• o 
0 0 0 0 0 ••• o 
(This is read from IFILT) 
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.APPENDIX D (Cont'd) 
(27) It you can ignore a variable used in dimensionless 
response, 'set IGNORE (I) = 1. However, here,. e~h 
dimension is represented by a single variable. Hence, 
• 0 
IGNORE = 0 0 0 • • • 0 
(29) VAR: Colim,ns defined as (21). above. 
1 2 3 4 ... 10 11 12 •.• 20 
1 4 3 1 o •.• 0 2 0 ••• 0 
2 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 o ••• 0 
• • •· ,e' • • •· •• • 
• • •• •• • 
-·· 
• •  • 
• • • •• • • 
··-· 
• • • 
20 0 0 0 ·o • • • 0 0 :o 0 
(30) ihe variable assignment is consistent, as all variables 
with dimension length are the same. 
(31) 
(36) 
Can use all observations. ISIG = 1·111 ..• 1 
Headings are to put the transt'ormed data into PC.AP 
"" 
(Process Characterization-.AnaJ.yzation Package, 
Western Electric Company) format. 
(38) ID = 3 
(42) Each passed variable (in RHS) would trigger "YES." 
(46) All RHS converted to integers without need of divid:i:p.g~s-
by fr act ions • 
·, 
97 
' ' . 
. . , . 
. ''· ,', ... - ... \ '•';"_\ 
, , ··I,.·,:· . 
•' ..... . ,: ... . 
•', 





This Appendix provides a listing of the Dimensional .Analysis 
computer package. Please refer to Chapter III and Appendeces B, C, 































c------LOADS TflANSFOr~tATIO}I ?tATt.IX FOR ~E?ttP.AL C----- EI.ECTRICAL CIP.CUIT APPLICATI:O.~S. 
C 
BLOCK DATA 
.. co:,!J-:on /SPEC/ ITR, ITL. 
C0?·!!-'0I-i / ALL/TnA~lSH • TI?}J.SD I PP.ES 
COM?·'.O?? /DB/ LIBP. Iril.T .·~:rr~t . . 
It1Ttr.FR*2 TRANSN(20,29 ,5) • TPA!·1SD(20,20,5) ,PRES(0/67',2) • 
1 LlllP.'(20,6) 




nATA c (TrANSN(.l, r, 1>. I•l, 20) ,.1•1, 20) 10, 1,1, 13 ,l, 7 ;1, 7, 
131,1,31,23,J,7*0, 5,0,5,13,5,7,5,5,37,1~23, 
237,2,7*0, 3,2~0,11,1,7,1,7,31,1,31, 
323,3,7*0, 5,2,7,0,5,5,7,7,5,4*5,7*0, 4*7,0, 
47,17.19,31,7,31,23,3,7*0, J,2,3*1,0,7,7,31,1, 
531,23,3,7*0, 3*11,1.5,5,0,7,5*5,7*0, 3*11 
6,1,5,1,1,0,5*5,7*0, 3,2,1,7,1,7,17,19,0,1,J, 
72,41,7*0, 37,31,6*37,23,0,31,37,31,7*0, 3, 
82,6*23,2,l,0,2,2,7*0, J,2,1,7,1,7,17,19,3,5,3, 
90,3, 7*0 , 1•1, 1,1, 7 ,11, 19, 1, 1,2J,2J,o, 7*0,4o•o, 100•07 
I>ATA ( (TP.A:iS}:(.J, I ,2), l•l, 20) ,J•l ,20) /10*0 • 31, 9~0, 
1 2*0,5,0,~*5,3*0,37,8*0, 10*0,Jl,0,3,7*0, 
2 5,0,ll,4*0,7,31,7,31,23,3,7*0, 4*7,0,7, 
317,3*7,ll,7,3,7*0, 7*0,7,2*0,31,0,l,7*0, 
4 · J,2,6*0,31,17,31,23,3,7*0, 3,2,6*0,31,7, 




l>,\T,\ ( (Tr A::s:;(J, I, 3), I •l, 20), J•l, 20) /13*0, 7*0, 
1 5*0,5,o,7,5*0,7*0, ·1J•o,1•0, J,o*0,7,31, 
27,3,7*0, J,2,0,7,0,7,0,7,7,0,3*7,7*0, 13*0, 





'.\•'' .'_; r ., 
.. ,:.,,'\;.• 
.... ,, ... · 
pa.1· 1 
DAPH. ·2 




























D.t'.P, 1 31 
DAI'~~ l2 
OAT'~! 3) 




4 13*0,7*0, 6*0,17,7,2*0,S,0,2,7*0,. 3*0, 1)/i.}'~! Jij_. 
. .,. .. ,-- -.-.~ 
57,2*0,17,7,5*0,7*0, 3*0,7,3*0,7,5*0,7*0, 3*0, 
67 ,J*O, 7 ,J,4*0, 7*0, · 40*0,100*0/ • 
DATA( (TrAt:SN(.J, I ,4), 1•1,20) ,J•l ,20) /13*0, 7*0, ll"O, 7*0 1 
1 13*0,7*0, 10*0,3*7,7*0, 10*0,7,0,7,7*0,13* 
2. b,1•0, 12•0,11,1•0, 10•0,J•1,1•0,1J•o,1•0, 1~0. 
3 7,5*0,7*0, 3*0,7,J*0,7,5*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0, 
·4 7*0, 40*0,100*0/ 
DATA ( (TFANSN(J, I ,5), I•l,20) ,.l•l,20) /13*0, 7*0, 
1 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, . 10*0,7,0,7,7*0, 13*0, 
27*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 10*0,7,0,7,7*0, 
3 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 
4 13*0,7*0, 40*0,100*0/ 
DATA ·c (TP.ANSD(J, I ,1), I•l ,20) ,J•l,20) /0,5,3 1 5, 7, 3,2*11, 
13,37,2*3,l,7*0, l,0,2*2,7,2,2*11,2,31,2*2,l, 
27*0, l,5,0,2*7,1,2*11,1,37,23,2*1,7*0, 2*13,1,0, 
37,3*1,7,37,23,2*7,7*0, l,5,l,5,0,1,2*5,1,37.23,2*1, 
47*0, 3*7,5,7,0,2*5,7,37,23,2*7,7*0, 1,5,1,7, 
517,7,0,l,17,37,23,2*17,7*0, 7,5,2*7,19,11,7,0,19, 
637,23,2*19,7*0, 31,37,31,5,2*-31,2*5,0,23,2,J,7, 
77*0, 3*1,5,7,1,2*5,l,O,l,5,l,7*0, 31,23, 
831,5,2*31,2*5,3,31,0,3,23,7*0, 23,37,23,~,2*23,2~5. 
92,37,2;0,23,7*0 ,J,2,J,S,2*3,2*5,41.,31,2,3 1 0, 
17*0 40*0 100*0/ . ' . . . 
J)ATA ( (TPANSD(.J, I, 2) 1 1•1, 20) ,.T•l,20) /3*0•5, 7, O, 2*3, 
10,3,23,2~0,7*0, 4*0,7,0,2*2,0,2,0,23,0,7*0, o,,. 
22*0,7,S*0,7*0, 4*0,7,4*0,4*7,7*0, o.5,11*0,7*0, 
3 0,5,2*0,7,4*0,2*7,2*0,7*0, O,S,2*0,17,4*0, 
·a• 
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:44•11, 1•0, o·,s,o,2•7,4*0,2•19,2•1, 7*0, ·3•0,ll., 
57,0,2*jl,0,23,2*0,3, 7*0, l*~J,17, 7 ,0,11,1,0.4•0, 
67*0, 31,0,6*31,0,31,0,3,0, 7*0, · 0,37 ,0,23, 7 ,o, 
72*23,0,37,2,2*0,7*0, 2*0,6*3,41,2*2,J,0,7*0;~ 
~ 40*0,100*0/ 
DATA ((TR.Al~SD(J,I, J)·~ 1•1,20) ,J•l,20) /3*0, 71 3,&*0, 
17*0, 4*0,2,b*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 4*0,7,4*0, 
24*7,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 0,5,2*0,7,8*0,7*0, 
3 9~0,2*17,2*0,7*0, 0,7,2*0t7,4*0,4*7,7*0,: 
44*0,7,7*0,3,7*0, 7~0,7,5*0,7*0, 3*0, 
' 
' 
531 1 1 ,o,_2•31, o, s, J*O, 7*0, l*O, 2"7, o ,11. 1, s•o. 1'flO, 
6 3~0,3,7,0,2*3,0,2,3*0,7*0, 40*0,100*0/ 
!>ATA ( (Tr.A!l~O(J, I ,it), l•l ,20) ,J•l,20) /13*0, 7*0, 
1 I ll*0,7*0,f 13*0,7*0, 9*0,2*7,2*0,7*0, 
2 13*0, 7*0, 13*0, 71't0, 13*0, 7*0, . 9*0,2*7, 
32*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 3*0,2*7,0~17,7, 
45*0,7*0, 3*0,7,3*0,7,5*0,7*0, 3*0~2*7,0, 
517,7,5*0,7*0, 40*0,100*0/. 
DA'1:A ( (TPAN~l'(J 1 1,5) 1 la} ,20> ,J•l,20) /13*0.1 7*0, 
1 13*0,7*0, lJ,'f0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0-,7*0, 
2 13~0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, 13*0,7*0, lJ*0,1•0 
3 1 13*0,7*0, l*U,7,3*0,7,5*0,7*0, 13~0,7*0, 
4 l*0,7,l*0,7,5*0,7*0, · 40*0,100*0/ 
•• 3/ 
• ,5/ 
DATA (1..lBR(l,.J), .. J•l,6)/'\i' ,4*' ',2/ 
-:DATA (L1nrc2,.1) ,.T•l,G) I' fi.', •:1 1 , •r• ,2*' 
,D(\TA (LIBF!.(3,J) ,J•l,6)/'0', 'Jt', 'H' ,2••· 
:l>ATA (LIBR (4 ,.J) ,J•l ,t) / 1 !! 1 , 4*' ', 7 / 
:i>AtA (1.rsr.(5 1 .1) ,J•l,C>)/'o', •n•, •:t', ·~·, ·~· ,11/ 
.DATA (LTtR(6,.J) ,.J•l,6) / 'O', 1 11•, 'M', 'C', 'n' ,13/ 
1DI\TA (LIHP(7,J),.J•l,6)/'!t', '2' ,J*' ',17/ 
.DATA (tlUP(h,.J) ,.J•l,6) / ':f', 'J' ,J*'. ', 19/ 
]lATA (t 18 J> ( 9 , J) , J • l , G) , • S ' , ' E ' , 'C ' , 2 * ' ' , 2 ~ / 
1>,\TA(1.1nr (10,J) ,.T•l 16) I's',' F.', •c •, •-', '1• ,29:{ 
·PATA(t11n·c11,.1) ,J•l,(,) /' F', •o• ,J*' ',31/ · 
J)ATA(LIBr.(12,.T) ,.l•l,6)/'lf' .4*' ',37/ 
)lATA(J.IBr (13,.1) ,.J•l, 6) / '\·7 1 , 'A', 'T.1., 'T',' 1 ,,4,i:/ 
DATA ( (LtBr.(T ,J) ,J•l, 6), 1•14 ,20)/ 
15*' '.o,5*' ',0,5*' ',0,5*' ',0,5*' '~O,S*' ',o 






c-----~LOADS TTtAr:srOF}'ATIO.r: .HAT.RIX FOR GENEPAL 
c------ HYnROf'Y~JAPJCAL .ArP:LiCATl.ONS. 
»LOCK DATA 
cnra-:o~t · -/~PEC/ ·1tn, i:rt 
CO}l!0N / Al .. L/TRANSN I TP.A~SD, PRES 
... 
~COMf~ON /DB/ J .. InR,IFILT ,NTnN 
IUTEGtR*2 TJ.1.AtlS!l(20, 2(),5), TRAMSD(20,to·.~)iPr.i:s_,(0/6.7,:2),. 
1 LIBR(20,6) ~: . . 
DATA ITR/20/,ITL/5/ 
J>ATA PRES/1,1,66*0,l,O,l,2,0,J,0,4,3*0,5,0,6, 
-13*0, 7 .o, 6, J•o, 9,5*0 1 10 ,0,11,5*0, 12 ,Jt:O, ,· . 
213,0,14,3*0.15,5*0,16,J*0,17,0,18,0,]9,5*0,20/ 
DATA((TRA}lSN(I,J ,l) , .. 1 .. 1 1 20), l•l,20)10,2*31,2'*1,61_,1,ll,,2* 
1 Gl,3,2*57,7,3*31,57,31,1, 1,0,17,41~29,11,11 7•2*11,l, 
2. 29 ,5l ,'2*17, 11,2*13 ,2*1, 2*19, 0,2*11, 61, 7, 13.,29,13,:7,2* 
3 1,i*23,29,2*23,29,59~ .17,57,l,0,1,61.5,3,19,13,57.2*1, 
• 2,19,61,2*17,53,17, 17,57,1,S,0,3,5,2*4!,19,J,2*1,4~, 
S 17 ,2*61,43,31,3, 17,4*1,0,l,5,17, 7 ,3*1,17,l,2*1,5.,.2~1. 
6 l 7 ,Jl,3*1,61,0 ,3*13, 3,5 7 ,Sl', 2*19 .13 ,19 ~ 1:·-,;19 ,-17, . ·4,lc:l, 
1 s9,i, 1 ,o,i ,11,1,J, 1 ,11,J,s1.,1.61 ,s·1.1, 11,,:3•'.1~59~3'*1, 
. . . . " ~ . ', 
',·.;nn.: 
~~~-
- .... t' • .. ,,. i ' 
': ' 
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8 0~4*1,5,41,2*1,17,2*1, 3,l,J,3*1.S,l,5,0,5,5*1,17,3*1, 
9. 3*2,59,41,5~,17,3*59,0,3*17.2,7,59,2,2*59, 17,Gl,5,17, 
1 7,19,3,47,19,23,59,0,37,47,43,57,61,17,2*19,5,57,5,2~ 
2 17,19,3,2*47,19,47,1,0,37,5,31,3,17,3,59, 17,3*1,2*7, 
3 3*1,41,3,2*1,0,5,5*1, J•l,2*41,53.1,57,1,41,1,43,2*1, 
4 0,41,4*1, 4*17,7,2*17,13,17,59,3*1,2*2•0,2*5,17,l, 
s 17,43,17,1,7,3*17,2*59,I,11,1,2,~.1.o,1,1,s, J,43,3,1, 
6 13,19,1,31,19,61,3,2*1,2~3,l],31,0,1,5, 1,5,17,2*1,17, 
7 1,3,17,59,2*17,l,2*67,2*1,57,0,J, 17,31,2*1,2*53,2*1, 
& J*Gl,53,1,t7,3,Z*31,1,57,0/ 
DATA( (TrANSN(I ,J, 2) ,J•l,20), I-=1, 20) /2*0, 17·,4*0, 7 ,0 1 5_7 ,4* 
l 0,17,41,37,0,47,0, S*0,2*17,2*0,59,7,17,5*0,4*0,37,7, 
2 J*0,23,4*0,37 ,5*u •. 17,4*0,5,4*0,5,2*0,s,2•0,J1,o,2•s, 
3' 5,47,4*0,5 1 <>,17,7~0,5,0,17,0,17,12*9,17 1 G*O, 2*17,12* 
4. 0,5,5*0, 15*0,41,4*0,20*0, 2*0,17,17*0, 2.2•0.11,2, 
5 59.17,59,17 1 5~ 1 2*0,2*59,67 1 ll,0 1 11,2*59, 17,~7,5,7*0, 
6 3,G*0,17,2*0, 17,47,2*5,0,5,J*0,17,3*0 1 47,5 1 17,0,17,0, 
7 5, 20*0, 9*0,37,10*0, 0,3*17,7,2*17,0,2*17,3*0,5,6* 
8 o, 2*0,17,0,2*7,3*17,59,4*0,2,5*0, 0,31,12*0,5.17,4* 
9 o. 0,5,17,5*0,17,4*0,5,41,2*0,17,2*0.0,17,7*0,5,3*0,5, 
1 0,41,2*0,57,0/ . 
DATA((TPAHSU(I 1 .J,3),J•l,20),t•l,20)/20*0, 9*0,5,10*0,20* 
1 o, 51 19•0, 18*0,11,0, 20*0, 0,11,10•0,20•0, 20•0. 
2 20*0, 4*0,17,2*0,5,4*0,59,4*0,17,0,17, 3,19*0, 17, 
3 o, 5,11*0, 3.17, O • .s, 2*0. · :lO*O ,20*0, 2*0, 17 ,l*0, 17 ,0, 17, 
4 11*0, 2•0.17,J*0,17,13*0, 15*0,17~4*0, 13*0,5,~*0, 
5 20*0/ 
llATA((Tr.J\.?ISN(l,.J,4),J•l,20) 1 1•1,20)/240*0,5,13*0,67,5*0, 
1 · 140*0/ 
nATA( (TPAr{~?!( T ,J ,5) ,.1•1, 20), t•l,20) /400*0/ 
nATA ( (Tf~A~1SJ"(l ,.1, l), .T•l, 20) , J•l, 7) /0, l , 19, 4*17, l, 17,3 1 2, 
1 17,5,17.1,2*17,J,l,17, 31,0,19,2*57,1,31,3*1,2,61,~7. 
2 2*1,17,2*43,5,31, Jl,17,0,6*l~J,2,2*5,2*1,2*17,3,17,l, 
3 1.41,ll,0,5,5*1,59,2*17,1.41,17,4*1, 1,29,11,1,0,2* 
4 1,2*59,1,41,7,17.7,41,2*7,13,1,53, 61,11,2*61,3,0.61, 
5 3*1,59,2*19,7,53,2*17,19,17 1 53, 2*1,7,2*S,l,0,7,1,5, 
6 67,2*3,2*1,2*2,3*1/ 
T>ATA( (TrA~l~l)( T, .T, 1) ,.l•l, 20), 1•6, 20) /31,·17~ 13,3,4 7 • 5, 13, O, 
1 2*1,59,2*47,1,57,13,17,31,3,57, Gl,11,29,19,47,17,13, 
2 7,0,5,59,19,47,2*1;2,59,19,17,61, 61,ll,2*13,19,7,13, 
3 ll,l,0,59,23,19,2*41,2*~9,61,59,61, 3,1,7,57,3,1,3,2* 
4 l,5,0,S9,47,J,3*1 1 J,l7,Gl, 57,29,4*1,~7,J,2•1,17,0,2* 
~ i,41,1,11,1,17,53, 57,53,4*1,53,7,2*1,17,37,0,J*l,7,3* 
6 1, 7,17,23,19,47,17,19,17,5.l,17,47,3.7,0,l,2*2,3,67, 
·7 61, J1,11,2J 1 19,17,3,19,J,41,1,2,41,2•5 1 0,2•2,J,67,J, 
8 31,11,29,2*61,l.13,57,2*1,7,57,Jl,l,41,0,l,2,l,31, 
9 31,13,23,17,61,1,19,2*1,17,59,61,3,2*1,5,0,Jl,l,31, 
1 57,13,23,17,43,5,7,2*17,l,2,2*17,2*1,S,l,0,57,l, 31,1, 
2 29,SJ,Jl,1,19,57,2*1,59,19,3,2*1,17,7,1,0,57, 2*1,59, 
3 17,J,l,17,57,2*1,17,19,59,3*1,2*5,3,0/ 
DATA((TRANSD(I,.J,2),J•l,20),1•1,20)/3*0,17,5,2*17,3*0,2, 
1 2*17,7*0, 4*0,47,0,67,4*0,2~47,2*0,17,0,31,5,17, 17, 
2 a•o,11, o ,2*5 ,2*0,2*17 ,o, 11 ,o, 10•0 ,11, o .• s, 2•0, 17 ,4*0, 
3 2*0,37,7*0,17,4*0,2*7,3*0, . 2*0,7,5,6*0,59.0,5.2*0,17, 
4 7,3*0, 4*0,5,15*0,7,9*0,59.5*0,7,3~0, 0,17,2*0,17,5* 
5 0,2*17,4*0,17,0,17,0, 57,17,23,7*0,59,0,17,0,37,17,59, 
6 2•0,s, 3*0,5,7'0,J,8*0, 20*0, o,59,8*0,59,9*0, 0,1, 
1 o,s,0,11 1 4*0,59,0,47,2•0,s,2•0,2*5, 2*17,37,J*0,5,l*O, 
8 67,0,5,J*0,2*5,41,0, 41,6*0,41,2*0,7,0,17,6*0,41, 37, 
9 2*0,31,51,15*0, 7*0,17,2*0,7,2*7,5*0,7,0, 41,2*0,5, 
l 17 1 5*0,59,H*0,57, l*0._5,6*0,59,0,5,7*0/ 
DATA( (Tl'.A?l~D(I "' ,3) ,J•l,20), I•l, 20) /3*0,5, 7*0, J, 17, 7*0, 
1 20•0, 10•0 1 11 10,s,2•0,2•11,J•o, 20*0,1.0•0,11,9•0. 
2 20*0, 20*0, 10*0,5,9*0, 20*0,0,5,18*0, 20*0, 20*0, 
3 10*0,S9, 9*0, 20*0, 17, ll*0,3,7*0, 12*0., 17, 7*0, 20* 
·1. ·t\_·~ ••:: 
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DAP?~ 192 · 
DArr· 193 
DAPH 194 
DAPt! .195 . 
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4 O, 10*0,17,01 5, 7*0, ·4*0,17, 1S*O, 10*0,59,9.*(l/ 
J>ATA( (Tr.ANSl"(J ,.J ,4) ,J•l,20) ,I•l,20) /12*0,3, 7*0,60*0,. 
1 0,17,9*0, 180*0, 12*0,67,7*0, 100*0/ 
DATA((TP.ANSD(I,J,S) ,J•l,20) ,I•l,20)/400*0/ 
DATA('1IllR.(1,J),J•l,G)/'?·~', 'J' ,3*' ',2/ 
DATA(LIIH~(2 ,J) ,J•l,6)/'K', 'r.' ,3*' 1 ,3./ 
DATA(I.IJH~(J,J) ,.T•l,6)/'S', 'E', 'C' ,2*' ',SI 
DATA(LlBR(4,J),J•l,6)/'?!1 , '/' 1 1S' ,2*' 1 ,7/ 
DATA(LIBP.(5,J),J•l,6)/'H', '/ 1 , 'S', 12 1 ,' 1 ,11/ 
DATA(l.IBP.(6,J),J•l,6)/'::• ,4*' ',13/ 
DATA(LIHJ'(7,.J),J•l,6)/'::' ,4*' ',17/ 
DATA(Lttr.(8,J),J•l,6)/'::•, 'S' ,3*' ',19/ 
DA;t'A(l.IJ;n(9, .. T),J•l,6)/'~;•, 11! 1 ,3*' ',23/ 
DATA(LICP(lO,J),J•l,6)/'t·~', 'A', 'T', 'T', 1 ',29/ 
J>ATA(Linr(ll,J);J•l,6)/'K', 'C', 'I','!~', 1 31 ,JI/ 
l>ATA(Linr(12, .. 1),J•l,6)/'S', 'F.', 'C', '-', '1' ,37/ 
DATA(Lthr(ll,J),J~l,6)/'s','E','c','-'.'2',41/ 
nATA(LJJ;r(l4,J),J•l,c,)/'r.', 'M', '2', '/', ·~· ,43/ 
DATA(LIHP(15,J) ,J•l,6)/.K', •r,•, ·~~· • '2',' ',47/ 
DATA(1.1nr.Cl6,J),J•l,6)/ 1??', '/', 'M', •2•, • ',53/ 
DATA(J.IJ;J-:(17,J),J•l ,Ci)/'N', 1 5 1 , '/', '?! 1 , '2' ,57/ 
DATA(Lil~r.(16,J),J•l,.6)/ 1!!' • '2', '/' 1 'S',' ',59/ 
J>ATA(Lt er (19 ,J) ,J•l, 6) / 't~'. '/', •:r' ,2•• ', 61/ 




\ '-),'· ·,,'' 
' '•, .. ,' ' ·: ·. . :<~:::·;1,/t;:::? '.: · .. '' 
• • : :~L •,,,.~~ I~ ,.1, l .... ,,\.,~f., li,{1•.'.1•1 
.' ,"' lr·~ ,~,. 1 ,· '.l"'.:,:'(.'i""•, ~ •:,\~'~:' \,i_ .. i,4,/tl?:,fA I;. 
.. .... • ,. '1 , : , - , ~ ·. '-' ~-: r ; ;., \ ,.,f .... ~;r~·\,, ,, 
·."t.1 • . ,, i • ,, " • i:" .,. 'i '"" '11-.,,,.,,.. '1~._. (J i ~-r~ . 
1,1\ ,. ~. :.., • • ~ '• r • 1 , • t,l, :Jl'",.ff 1, •/ /,oifl';,,~ • • 
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.MrM 196 
. DAPM 197 
DAl'rt 19.8 
DAP?! i99 
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C ************************************************************* 



















c-----?tAl?:Ll}:C Dl!~J~n. F4 
c-------rl'1:cT1n:1: 
C------- 1) DATA l~~ITI"LIZATTO?: 
c----- 2)1'ATA I!IrrT c------- l)Tr.A:lSFOR:! A:?ALYSl~ . 
c----- 4)1lAf.lC TrAt:sror.:~ StLtCTIO~ 
c~----- 5) r.l~Sl 1LTS Sll'?·'Ar.Y 
C 
cor-~·n:~ \"Arne, ,?nss. :iots 
co}~'O?l /n11/Lr:·1c1n: 
cre,~o:,: I ALJ./ Tr-A::s~! 'TrM:SJ". rRr.s 
CO?~[ON /f..T'[C/ ITP, lTL 
CO~":!O}J /nn/ Ltnr,JrTLT,?:1'1!!1 




. llITEc:r.r.*2 TrA?:S~{(20,20,5), TrA::sr.(20,20,5) ,Pr.rs (0/67.2), 
1 \'ArD!l'(50, 11) .~!ISS(20 .11) .~m(ll) .~1nr.c20 ,6), Dt'ffl:(10), 
2 l'l?'Et:1 (10), 1~1)(10) ,.J~Jl(lO) 
I?:Tf.C[R*4 BKP(l00,2) 
C 
c-------TUE Arl?AYS l!AVE THC rot1.ot~J:{r. nr~CT!ONS: 
c------Dl?'t!:-1!;rt'T FOP SCAt.r. A~Tn Dit•t:rstO?l lUFO. 
c------Linr.-Lll,P.ARY OF Dl1~l~S10~AL NA!·tES Alm CODF.S. 
c------SCALl:-J.IEPARY OF SCALI: :;,,Jms A.'-:D FACTOrs. 
c------TR.A.r-:sN-!X~!rr.ATOI:f, or rrA1;sJTIO!IS, [ACH TACtnr. 
c------ STORCD o:r SCCCtSSI\T LAYtr.s. 
c------Tr\J\l~SI>-D[t;O? 'I~ATOr..s or Tr.A::s I Tl ONS. . 
c------rr.tS-TOTAL!: OF ??t~an:R or EACH DIYtt{~ION IN VARIABLF.S. 
r.------- cro~r, Rrr TO COLS or T!l/\:lS!i&ti. \'ALtTES ARE 
C------ STORf.D AT PRI:tE l!?DICf.S Ol:LY. 
c------VAP.DI:? '-Tl!F. DJ? !f.fiS T nu cor,t A?:I> SCALt-DI?~ENSION 
c------ f\A~IB 1:-oR J:ACll V.:\tIAJ~Lt. 
c------MISS-NO. or MJSI~:G FACTor.s. FOR [ACll T~Af1SFOR-
c------- ?TATION AND CODES or HTSSI!JC nit'tNSIONS. 
c-------HD-nt?1?r\' tlt"nKI~G Anr-AY. 
c------Dit'l-:Nl~Dli~,!Y t-:orKING ARP.AV. 
c-------n1a1-con1:s OF ALL TrMZSJ•'t'l~MS PERFomrr.D 
.. ,,.._ ,; .. 
.. 
I .• 
,' I / •• .\ 
'' 
'' ,·)~~~~ /, :, : 
.• 
'""" ; ' ,. 
.,( .... • ,' ',, ' ·.t, ~ ' ' 
• I • '" I • ,, 
' . '!.-
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· DAPr! 257· 
llAPH 258 
..DAT'M 259 











c------- (FOP. BOO~Ef.PINC Pl"RPO~ES). C 
DATA ISO/lO*O/,Jsn/10,0/ 
PJ:AD(24, 10) l!?rr., If.ES, IPER,NO&S,InLT ,LENCilK,"Nt.'AX 
10 PC>JU·· .-T ( 7 I) 
r.F.WIND 1r11 .. T 
?l\'AR•If.;pr.+IrES+IPl~R 
c------RrAn IN l>IHJ:NSIONAL DATA 
c-----S[P/\PA1't SCAI.F. FACTOR · FROM DI?fF.NSION. BY '~'. 
00 150 I•l, INPP+lf..F.S • 
11)•0 
.20 DO 30 II•l,10 
30 DI~!f.N(IJ)a' ' 
r.tAD(26 1 40)1'IYE:J 
40 . FOP.!~.T(lOAl) 
If(J)I~!f.N(l).NF..' ')r.o TO so· 
VAP.JlJ,'~'(J ,l)•l 
·ro TO 150 
50 nn to J•2,I1 
·60 VARllEP(J ,J)•nu·n~(J-1) 
DO 80 J•l,10 
IF(Ol!'F?l( .. T) .,:~. •-•)co TO 70 
r.o TO 60 
70 Il>•J 
r.o TO 90 
8() CO!:TI:-:t~F. 





00 100 .f•l,10 
l>J!·!J-:Nl(J)•'' 
00 110 J•G, 10 
Dl! :J:Nl (.T) •Jll?'F .. ~ (ID+.J-S) 
J)O 130 .J•l, I TR 
00 120 >:•(t,10 • 
I r(J. I t~r. (..1, K-!i) • NI:. OI! 'l'"!.:l(Jt)) c;o _TO 1:30 · 
COl·:TJ :;r r. 
\'~.RJ)E~'(T ,l)•J,TJ1F(.J1 6) 
1rc1. J.J-'.. l!?Pr) Pr-r.s (J.lUP. (.l, 6) ,l)•PFF.5 (J .. lBl(J ,6), l)+l 
r.n TO 150 
130 CONTI?n'r 
Wl:.ITF.(30,140),I 
140 1-·nR!''AT(' r.rrnr. t:t I~IPl'T Dl!'J::T~lON 1.I~T AT \'ART ABJ.E' 






rnie-rAT (/.. 3 > 
c------~DATA IS IN, I.: lr>tNTIFIEn. NOt! P.ROCF.[Jl TO ?'AKE 
c-------CO?!ntN.ATI<'NS 
C------PF.OCEED .Afi FOJ .. 1..0\\'S : c----- l)LOOK AT Dl!!t~SlOU· OF FJFST FF.SPONSF. VAR~ABLt:. 
C------ 2)CJil~CK TrJ\!1~?~&D fY)R DI!•EUSIOf{AL R.EOl'IRE}!f.NTS. 
C------- l)DO }.J.J. ~l~'l'l..T: DIVJSIO?;s FIPfT • 
c------- 4) Ir A}1 A\'A TJ.ART .. F. co~u~o IS P05S1BLE, 00 IT. 
c------- Ir' NOT. r:o Im'O ALTrR ROUTINE. 
c-------co~rnINATIO?;::; OF VAr.IAnLr.s AR£ FORMF.D IH BUI1.D. 
C 
c-----PFP.FOPJ' r11T1r:.r. Sf:')rENCF. fOR. tACU rF.SPONSE \·AR. 
c-... -----!iO. OF ATTF.~TTS AT Tia: \'ARI"BI .. J~ CCl?'BINATIONS ARE 






170 FOPJtAT(' PESPONSE VAR. ·.·~x._•l'}lAHSi,>nM NQ.} --~~-. . ·. : . 
l 'COMT'OSITE \'ARIABJ~t ·nINJ;Ns.·• .1ox~··•no.·· Of:. y~t~·-: c9M~tJfA 
. •' 






. :JMn1 2,1· · 
DAPn -· 262 . 































DAJ'!t "'9"' "' .. 
































. · DAl'M 324, 
. DA'P,?i 32 $:: .. 
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.. , ... , . 
2TI0?tS' /39X,' (N•Nt.rr-mn.n•DENOM) 'l 




JlO- 200 K•l,100 
DO 200 f..K•l •2 
BKP(K,KK)•O 
c-------CJl[CK VAP.Df.1-1 FC\R cone THAT DIRECTS.: S'F'.MCU To: P:R9PElf 





c------.fOR ,THE r.t\·F.N r.1-:sronsE VARIARLF., ALL FIP.S-T onn~R 
c-------CO~!HIUATIONS ARE SCA?::-:F.D FOF. }a$SJNr. DI!-!F.!lSIOr.:s ~F.ED£D 
c------TO co:!Pl..ETC TJ!f. co:mI?tATION. THE raa.na:n. }!ISSUif. ts 
c-----STOF.F.D IN ~rtSS(J,I),A~ID THC PAR1'ICrl.AP. CODE~ ARE 
c-----~stor.En t:: rn~s(.r,2) ••• :!ISS(J,11) 
DO 210 IX•l,ITr. 
DO 210 IY•l,11 
?'I~S (IX, IY)c:O 
1)0 260 I.T•l,JTr 
tr(IJ.r.Q.ICOL)CO TO 260 
J)O 220 J•l, ITI. 
ND( .. l+l)•TJ?A~lSX(T.T, lCOL,~l 
t:v (J+() •TRA?:~J' ( I .J. tr.or .•. J) 
?:U(l)•I.IJ~R(I.T 16) 
no 250 1-:•I. JTP 
rr(PRf.S (LI Br (K, (,), 1) .?lE.O)GO TO ~50 
no 240 1.-1,11 
1rc1.1nr(l:,G) .!:r..r;n(J,))r.o rn ,24.o 
MISS (IJ, 1) -~·T~f ( Ll, 1)+1 
I>O 230 ~!•10,2,-1 · 
Nl~S (1.J 1 !-f+l) r:H~S (JJ •'!)' 











IF(r.RES(ICOD,1) .EQ,·o)no TO ~-~o 
PO 2b0 Jal, l,;PR 
IF(\"AP.D~~(J, 1). :n~ .tCOD)GO to 260 . 
ISD(l)•J 
1rn~-1 




IF(USll.F:Q.O)r,o TO 320 
!lTRN•?ITRN+ 1 . 
ISD(l) •VARnn·!(JNrR+Ir, 1) 
Wr.ITE (30, 290)!·?TPJ-l, ISD 
FOP~!AT(24X, 13, ~X, 1 N• ' , 1013) 
WPITF:(30,300).JSn 
FORMAT(36X, •n.. ', 1013) 
l:PITE(JO, JlO)~SD 





C • . . . , ,. 
c----~-HAVE NOW ~OHP~t:TEU ALL .S1}1P.te,: l)I:\~~l~~~:~: ··CON'l'lijt!E 
' 
• • ' . I , , ·~ , ,- • ' ' • ' ' 
:. .. " 
. •. 
,;: ,,._ 
. . .. 
!' ,:'.,' ; ... ; ,_' 
. ~ ··., ',' 
'\ 
..... ,·. ·, .. ,' 
. ~ . 
.. 
~ ,;, ' ' ~, . ' . 








































































· DAPM 386 
llAJ>H 369 
rAr?' 390 























c----WI'l'J1 ANALYSIS OF HISS. 
c-----c~~ r:ot.: FI?m ALL FEASIBLE ZERo-rir .ORDER ·COMBtt:At1ous. 




·OO 330 JX•l,ITR 
:tTRY•O 
IF(~!ISS(JX,1).NE.O)GO TO 330 
Ir(JX.EQ.ICOL)r.o TO 330 
c--- --· I!ft.VF. FOUND A r.o~·nINATIOH t..'ITH NO n11-a;:NSIONS MlSSINr.. 






CALL IJUILD(~. ,JX, JCOL, It:PR, IfJ:S ,IR,HTP.Y) 
WRITF.(30,JlO)NTRY 
CONTitruF. 
c------AT THIS POINT, ~tUST CONSIDF.R GP.Ol'PIHC:S THAT HAVE $Ot!t 
C-----MISSINr. DI?'ENSIO!tS. 
c-------Cl!ECK ~·1ss FOR FIR~T CO}!BO WI1ll FE\..'EST NO. OF 





DO 360 J•KK, TTR 
lF(J.tO.ICOt)r.o TO 360 
1 r(r·t SS (.J t 1) • r.~. HAX) (tO TO 3!'.tO 





f.O TO 370 
C'O~ITI!,l'E 
Il'(~·AX .rT. ~'}l)r.o Tf' 400 
GO TO 390 




c-------n11~ \!JI.I. nt THF. rtrr,T C:O'iHO HJTH nn: Frt·!F.~T ?~T~~Ittr.. 
c------CAJ.L POrTt!:r: .«J..TF.r TO CO!-$TJ.'CCT A t-.T.H r.r.ourt!JC:. 
C 
IF(?~OP.J.E.2)r.n TO 380 
Tr(~~AX. Lt. !~?'J\X)r.o TO 380 
CO TO 400 
.J80 CONTlr~·r. 
CJ\.J.L ALTtR( .. TJ, 1r.ot, l!lPr t IRES, IP) 
c~----rr.OCE}:n \~ITH ALI .. ontrr ?!tr,s(J ,1)-~'J\X (PA.~•1,2).· 
IF(JJ.F.Q.ITF)r.o TO 390 
KK•.lJ+l 
r.O TO 340 
390 MAX•? !AX+ 1 
lF(~~.EQ.l~·1ftwX+l)C:O TO 400 
1Jo:•1 
GO TO 340 
.c ... ------PFIT[ St1fl'')FY fOR EACH nr.SPON~E VARI~BJ..E. 
4·.00 co:-rrr~n·F. 
\-:RITF.(25 ,410) ( (\'ARDJ~·!(ll,Jl) ,,Tl•l, 11), Il•l ,50) 
410 • FOF~'AT(IJ,lOAl) . 
420 
430 
Wl!lTE(25,420) ((rr.ES(ll, .. Jl) ,Jl•l,2), Il•0,67) 
ror~·:AT(2I4) 
wrITE(25,4JO)(LIRP(I1,6),Il•l,20) 
FOF!-!A T (14) 
END FILE lrILT 
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c------- l)TAKf.S CURF.~T DI~!f.NSIOH cor'BINATIO?t A!ID FORMS 
C----- VAr.IABLF. COHtIN'ATIONS IN Nt1'ffiF.R LESS TUAN C----- t;}1;S•25000. 
C 
SlJilROl'TINE BCILD(DIMC,IROW ,ICOL, INPR, If'.ES ,In,?mtY) 
CO?!HO!l \1>,?-rl~S,NOBS 
CO}!J.!ON / ALL/ Tr-.1\!;SN. Tr .ANSn. PRJ:S 
l!JT}:r.tR*2 TF.A~IS:{(20, 20, 5), Tr.A}lSD(20,20,5), Pr..r.s (0/67 ,2), 
l . \'D(50,ll) ,r!ISS(20,ll) ,LIIlR.(20,6) ,DTOT, VtCT:-1(10), 
2. \'tCTD(lO),NFACT(lO),DFACT(lU),I(lO),.J(lO) 
lt:TECtR*4 BKP(lOO ,2) 
C 
C----AP.P.AYS: 
C------1 ,J-STOPES CUP.RF.=JT \'ARIABI.F. ASSICID~NT FOR ~-iltER A.'ff> 
C------ D[!:O~! PF.~PtCTIVF.l.'\'. 
c------NFACT I DrACT-CrRnr.NT JJI: :1:N~ IONJ'.L r.o~!tl!1ATIO~ • COMPRESSED. 
C-----VF.CTN, VECTD-Cl:~ r.r.:lT DT~ '1-:!iS I f'?!AL CO~!BT?-:ATIO?i • RAW• C------ · (FROM ROUTI:a: ALTEP.) 
C 
C 
COM?~O?: /~Pf.C/ ITR, ITL 
co:,-•on /Dill/BKI' .~:UNI 
COtr.?-!Ot: / nn/ J.JBR, IrILT ,Ntr!Z 
CC'~"?-~n:~ I AR/ r1:cr:t, vrcTn 
C"~!1'0~1 /tL/ I •J 
CO}~:o~ /CR/%lFACT. nrACT 
F.[AL NU?T.R 
• 
c------LOAD 1-:rACT &JlfACT FPO~t TFJ\!tSN&D Ir CAT .. J..r.n tY DIMEM, 
c-------OP LOAD FRO~' vr.crN&D l.F CAI .. LF.n BY' ALTF.r. 
C 
:ITF.Y•O 
l\TI!H• !-!'TP !l+ 1 
::rus-o 
VO 10 ll•l,10 
:-:rACT(II) •O 
10 DFACT(IT)aO 
1r(nu·c.1:Q.O)r.o To 40 
DO 20 II•l,10 
VJ:CTN(II)•O 
20 . VrC:Til(ll)aO 
DO 30 IJ•l,ITt .. 
Vl:C'l'N (II+ 1 ) •TRANS~ ( I RO\,:• I COL• I I) 
30 vtCTD (II )•Trv\?:Sfl(lllOW, ICOt, Il) 
VF.CT}: (1) eLI r.r (Ir.O~~, (.) 
c--- ---COYl'r.rs~ 1·~ 
40 DO 70 Il•l,10 
IP(VECT}:(tl) .r:~.O)r.o TO SO 
IF(\'EC:TN(II) .NF..l)CO TO 70 
Ir(It.Nr..lO)r.o TO 50 
\ 1[CTN (II) •O 
GO TO EO 
.$0 DO 60 IJ•II+l,10 
.60 VF.CT~:(I.J-1) e\'J:CTN(IJ) 
:70 CO!ITINUf: 
·uo oo 110 11•1,10 
lf(Vl·:r.Tn(II) .tQ.O)r.o TO 120 
1 r (Vf.C:TD (II) • !U: .1) (;o TO 11() 
IF(II.NE.lO)r.o TO 90. 
'VECTl>(II)•O 
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DAl'H 491 · 
nAr~~ 49-2 · 
OAP?-~ 1,93 
DJ\r:: 49, .. 
DAr~I 495 
OAr~! 496 



















































,'', I 'I, .. , ,..'/'. ,.,·, 
·•· 
.. 
.. _ ... 
.. 
·• 
90 DO 100 I.T•Il+l,10 
100 VECTD(IJ-1)•\'F.cyl)(IJ) 
110 CO~'TINl'E 





DO 130 II•l,10 
Ir(VF.CTI~(II) .F.~.o)r.o TO 140 
NTOT•!ITOT+l 
NF ACT (NTOT) •\'f.CTil (1 I) 
co:~TINt'f. 
DO 150 II•l,10 • 




c-------Clif.CK FC'R UNI~UE~F.~S OF ™NSFORM. 
160 co:rr1:n'E 
IF(Ul!NI. J .. E.lOO)r.o to 170 
c;o TO 220 
c------CALCCLi'.Tf. ?JTOP, . HROT 
170 NTOP•l 
no 180 K•l,?:TOT 
If ( (::rortc .1)* ('TCT?l(K)* .1) !" r.t.1.,E8)r.o TO 220 
180 ~lTOP•t:TOP*VFCT.-? (K) 
rn~oT•l 
JlO 190 K•l,OTOT 
Ir( t:tnT* .1)" (Vl:CTn (K) * .1). rt. i. r.&)r.o TO 220 
l~O NP.O:r•:a:oT*VtrTn(K) 
c-------co~~P/\rt TO PRIOR TR/i.!rSJ"OF!fS. 
200. 
210 
Ir (::r:~I • er .1) r.o TO 200 
•rt••·t•l 
•••• 
J;KP(l, 1) •:rrnr 
nKr (1 ,2)•!!R"T 
r.o 1·0 220 
l>O 210 K•l, ?-:t••:J 
I r(:,TOP. r-:r .1a~r(K, l) )CO TO 210 
1rc::noT.r0.1u:r(J~,2))c:o To 420 
co::-r1:-rrr. 
Nt·~·1~··1···1+1 ., ..... , 
JUJ' (~1'1{1 , 1) eNTnr 
BKP (Nr:a , 2) c:!!HnT . 
·c------rr.r.€rr:n t-·tnt ''Ar.IABLF. Sf.l.f.CTI0!1. 
220 C<'~:Tl!!l'.f: 
230 .rnrJiAT(24Y.,IJ,9X, ·~·- ',1013) 







DO 250 K•l,10 
1 (I:) •O 
.l (f:) c:O 
IF(::TOT. EO.O)r.o TO 320 
no 260 K•l,NTOT 
I(K)•l 
I (NTOT) 1e I (:1TOT) -1 
I (!·:TOT) •I (NTC'T)+l 
no 310 K•l,NTOT 
J>O 2 90 KK• I (K) , I!!PP 
IF(I(J.:).r.T.INT'J.')r.o TO JOv .. 
IF(VD(KK.1) .rr..t:rACT(K))r,o TO' J9{) 
l(K)•KK 
r.o TO 310 
CO?\"TI!~l"E 
IF(K.FQ.l)r,n. TO 420 
l(K-l)•t(K-1)+1 
I(l:) a:l 
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_·. D.\P~! 563 
· · DAt11r 584 
: ·: bAr~, 565 
r, I\,;:,!;-··.:_,;·.) .. '' ' 
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320 IF(DTOT.F.Q.O)r.o TO 380 
DO 330 K•l,DTOT 
330 J(K)•l 
340 r.,o 370 K•l,DTOT 
.DO 350 KKmJ{K),INPR 
.. 
;' ... 
f L ..... 
• 
IF(J(K) .cT.INPr)r.o TO 360 
IF(VD(KK,l).MF..DFACT(K))CO TO 350 
J(K)•KK 
r,0 TO 370 
3SO CO?ITI?niE 
360 IF(K.F.Q. l.A?ID.?-lTOT .NE,O)no TO 270 
IF(K.EQ.l)no TO 420 
J tK-1) •J (K-1)+1 
J'(l:)•1 












IF(Nn1s.rr.25000)c;o TO· 420 
CALL J.J:N(ICJll:, rrroT I DTOT) 
lr(ICIU~. J~Q.l)r:Cl TO 410 
\.!FlTF.(I FIJ.T, 390) IP. ,tiTF11, I ,J 
FOl~!AT(2I 3,2012) 
UTRYmt:TrY+l 
Il"(DTOT. Ef'!.O)r.O TO 270 
J (DTOT) •J (llTOT)+l 
f.O·TO 340 
CO~'Ttt:UE 
tr(~;nr,·. tQ. o) rr.tu1t:1 
\,'P. I TE (30,230) NTP.:~, \'EC~ 
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.. \ ·•· 
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'f ,· , .. ,.~ ' 
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. UAP!·! t02 
Ott?':~ 603 
DAP~t ,o,. 





























c:-------r.t nrror.r A!' ALTf.P.. F4 
c------rr1:cT1or;: . 
c------- l)TAKFS CllRPf.!lT DJYJ:NSIO?:AL CO~'Rt!~ATIO?J (t,·1n1 1 or 2 
. c------ ni~'r=;sJONS !10T Prf.~J:~T I?I nn: OATA SF.T) Atm c------- . rr.nrOJt'f~ Rf.~Ul ,u~n SUHSTlntTJO~S. 
C 
C 
. srBrorTI~F. AJ.TF.P (J, ICOL, I~ipr,, IRES, Ir) 
cot:~or-: \'Jl,!!If.S ,NODS 
co:-~'ON / ALI .. / TRANS!l, TPJ\!1$D, PPES 
co:t?-~ON /SPF.C/ ITR, ITL . 
co~~,o~ /DH/ LIRR,lfILT,~ITRN 
COM!!O!l / AH/ \'tCT:·l, VECTn 
INTEr.r.r.*2 TP.N.SN(20,20,5) 1 TFANSD(20,20 1 5) ,Pr.IS(0/67,2) 1 
1 \1)(50, 11) 1 ?-'If.S (20, 11), LIBr(20, 6) 1 Vl??(lO) 1 VID(l.O), 
2 \'ECTN(lO), \'F.CTD(lO) 
c-------TAKE Tilt TP.MTSTOR:-1 NOW UNDER CONSIDERATION(TROn r-ass) 
c-------A!m ?1AKE r.E~l'Ir.r.n REPLACr.:~r.!~TS, l~Or.Y.INC ON co~~BINATION 
c-------OF PO\·: J. COJ.C?-r.l ICOL. STOr.r. NEl·:t.Y ror.~T.D 
c---.----COHLINATIO~S IN VJ-:CT?l&P AND Pf.OCEEO PIT1! STl\?:nArn 




no 1o·K .. 1,10 
VJ:Ct:: (K) •O 
VECTD(K)•O 
VtCTN(l)•LTBR(J,6) 
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,. 
DO 20 I•l,ITt 
VECTU (1+1) •Tr~JSN (J, ICOL, I) 
20 VECTD(I)•Tr-A~Sn(J,ICOL,I) 
DO 30 K•l,10 
VIN(K)•VECTH(K) 
30 VID (I:) •\'ECTI> (K) 










Mcon-~n~~ (J ,?-') 
?!COI.•PPJo:S (!-'COD, 2) 
?iO~f•MI SS (J, 1) 
DO 390 I•II,ITR 
IF(NF~T. 1-:~. l)GO TO 70-
IJC•O 
LJ.,•O 
no !iO K•l 10 . 
. 
. . . lr(\'J:CTN(K) .Nr..~~COD)GO TO 50 
KK•K 
GO TO 70 
CC'\t-.'T I t:t · f. 
DO 60 L•l,10 
Ir(\'F.CTO(J.) .ta:.HCOl))GO TO 69 
LJ .. •L 
r.o TO 70 
GO co::r1::t.1E 
• 
~- .. ). 
, . 
• 






CO?-:T J ~'1 'F 
l}"(I. t~.?,tOL)r.o TO 390 
tr(~:.1-:n.O)CC\ TO 100. 
JlCl 60 K•l, 11"1, 
lf(Tr~\~S!·l(I .~fCOL,J:)·.tn..·o)r.f\ TO 90 
Kl~~-•~K-1 +•: .. . 
1.-(K~!!.rT .lO)r.o TO 350 
\'tCT!; (rK?i) •'J:"RN:ss ( I .~~CnL, Kl 
CO!:TI!:t'J: 
,·rcTN"(f~J~;'!) •I.TBR (I ,6) 
100 CO}:TI!~'l: 
lf(LL.J:~.o)r.o TO 130 
I)() 116 K•l,JTL 
IJ~(Tr.}J;sn(r ,~rr.oL,K) .Et1.())GO TO 120. 
J ..JJ>-I.I.-1 +K 
I r(LI.D. r.T .10) r.o TO 390 
110 Vl:CTD (i..l1J>) •TRAJ-m:; ( I , ?fCOL, K) 
120 CO~:TI!!t:E 
LI.J)1:LLD+l 
\'J:CTn(J .. LD) •LIBP (I ,6) 
130 co~:1·1?mt 
c-------NOW r.ErJ.ACF. O\'[RLAID . CtLI.S •· 
• lf(J:K. f.~. O)Cn TO 160 
DO 150 K•l,10 
IF((tK+K).r.T.lO)r.o TO 160 
IF((KK:;+K).LF..lO)GO TO 1.40 
11'~(\"I::(fJ:+K). nr..O)GO TO 350 
. CO TO 160 
140 Vf~CTN (l~K!1+K) •Vl!l (KJ:+K) 
IN•KKN+K 
1.50 CONTINUE 
'' . ~ . ' ,. 
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160 
170 
lF(LL.tQ.O)r.O TO 190 
DO 180 K•l,10 
IF( (LJ .. +K) .C:T .lO)CO TO 190 
IF((Ll.D+K) .I.J·:.lO)r.o TO 170 
IF(Vln(LL+K).NE.O)C:O TO 350 
CO TO 190 
VF.Ctn (Lt.J>+K) •\'ID(LL+K) 
ID•LIJ>+K 











IF(KK.EQ.O)GO TO 230 
no 220 K•l, 10 
IF(VF.CTD(K) .F<i.l)r.o TO 200 
IF (Vtr.TD (!~) • F.~. 0) GO TO 200 
GO TO 220 
KD•K-1 
no 210 KJ•l,ITL 
IF(TRANSO(I ,r·co1.,J~J) .t~.O)C:O. TO 230 
lf'(Tr.AtlSn(I ,t·coL,KJ). [Q. l)CO TO 230 
IDR•l:D+Y.J 
VtCTD(Kn+KJ)•TRA!~SD(I ,MCOL,KJ) 
CO TO 230 
CO?ITl?lUF. 
IF(LL.EO.O)CO TO 270 
DO 2<,0 K•l,10 
1r(,·r:cr.;c1~> .1:~.1)co 10. 240 
1 r (Vf:c·n: (K) • J•:Q. O) GO TO 240· 





DO 250 K.l•l, ITL 
IT(TI~ANSD(l ,!!COt,J~.T) .. J:('.O)CO TO 270 
JJ··(T!'A!·!~D(l ,!'COL,KJ) .r.o. l)C.O TO 270 
1::R•J:?{+l~.J 
Vf.CTI·! (KN+K..l) •TRANSi'( I, MCOL ,KJ) 
C.O TO 270 . 
CO?-.'TINUE 
c------Cl!F.CI: FOR PUR~TY or r-tr.ST SUt5TITl:TION 
. C • 
C------KK, t.L•LOC"TJ('N OF NtS~l!lC D.J~'J:NS10U BEINC. 
c-~----~ s1:n~T1n;T1:n roP. 
c-------t~1.Kl'•~:o. or FACTOPS or,; UO!t~O\'F.PLAID StDF.. 
c-----1:.;, In•?;(). OF FACTOR~ J\rl"l'R O\.i:J::J..AY. 
c------INR, IDR•}lO. or FACTORS AFTEP Arrr.rm1.nr.. 







J>O 260 J~•l,Kl'P 
IT(PTF.S(VF.CTt:(K) ,1) .E~.O)GO T() 3·50 
KtP•LU> 
IF(LL. EQ. 0) K11'aIJ)P. 
DO 290 K•l,Kl'P 
290 tr(J>P.J'S(VECTD(K) ,1).EQ.O)C".<> TO 350 
300 CONTI?fl'E 
c------curcK ron l~EF.ll[D SECOND Sl' BSTinTTION. 
IF(N~hEQ. l)r.O TO 320 • 
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· · DA1'M 716 
DAPtt 717 
DAP}f 71:6 
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c-----REFRF.sn \'IN, ,•11> 
DO 310 l?/1111,10 
\'l?l (l?·!) •VtCTt! ( I?T) 
310 VID(I!-!.)cV[CTD(IM) 
·, 
GO TO 40 
c-------ALL SET. CAJ.,L B1:ILD 
. 320 CONTI?:tf. 
• 
CALL Bt!ILn(O. ,O,O,INPP, ;[JP.ES ,IR,·NTR) 
lf(MTP..NE.O)CO TO 330 
1;1-r.11-:rrr:~-1 
CO TO 350 
330 Wf.lTE(30,3~0)~TR 
340 FOf'J·!AT(65X,13) 





c-------Ju:run.N ~IflE NOT WOJU~r:p ON TO STAT[ l'1l'ff:D1ATF.LY BF.FORE 






JF(KK.E').O)r:o TO 370 
DO Jf;O K•l, 10 
IT(K.ct. (1:1'+1)) \'ECTD(K)•O 
IF(Lt.r.o.o)r.o TO 390 
DO J60 K•l,10 · 
lf(K. r.r. (l:;:+1)) \'F.CTI:(K)•O· 
CONTI}1t·r 
J~1·rt 1n•• . . ... ,
I.'"" ...... ,u 
• 
• 
.. ' ' 
::-,.'i, 
· ' , r • • 
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C •••~•••••~*************~************************************* JlAr~• ti09 
C 
c-----stnrrocnA~t I~EN. r4 
c------n·~;CTlON: 
c------ l)Cl1J•:CKfi ror l'NJrorr Al'PJ.ICATI0?-1 or /t. rt\T?-: Dt!·r.~-
c------- SIONAL ~rft=-.TITY 1~: ct:r.,~J:NT \'AP.IARI.E A~Str.::?1:~"T. 
c------ 2) CliJ~CK ror.. ~A?:r. VARIAJ~~r. 1?, ?a,·rr. E. nr.~:o~,. 
C 
srnPOl'Tl?Zt: 1.1-::1 ( ICHK, !ITOT, DTOT) 
r.o~,,o:; /n1./1 ,J 
co~:~nN /C.B/ ?!rACT ,nJ-0ACT 
co~a-·nN /r,J./1 itr. 
• 
1r~1-:r.r.,~·2 T (10) ,J(lO) ~NrACT(.10),nr-ACT(lO) ,DTOT. 
C 
·C------ArR4'YS: 
c-------NFACT ,nrACT-CtRRF.~IT Dt:a:!-:f.IO~AL co:!nt~ATION FOP. 
C------- ·,n~!f:R AND Ht!iO~!. 










DO 10 K•l,}ITOT 
IF(NF~CT(K). r.~. LC)NLC•:~LC+l 
no 20 K•l,nTOT . 
lF(JlFACT(}~). 1-:~. l,C).Dl.C•Jlt4C+l 
IF(NJ.C.LE.1)~0 TO 50 
DO 40 Ka:1,10 
. IF(NF~.CT (K) • i,f·. J.C) GO TO 40 
lf(K.r.Q.lO)r.o TO 50 
DO 30 J:K•K+l,10 . . . 
IF(HFACT(KK). F.~. LC .AND. l_(K) .~E,l(Kl;))r.O 10 SQ 
ro TO 50 
CONTI?lliE 
IF(DLC.LE.l)r.o TO 90 •· 
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IF(K.tQ.lO)r,o TO 90 
DO 60 KK•K+l,10 
IF(l'l-'ACT(J:ic) .F.Q.LC.AtID.J(K) .N~.J(l:K))GO TO 80 . 





c-----rnr.ow oiTT IF ~A?!E V~RIMLE APPEARS IN m,~~ & DF.NOM 





DO 100 .TJ•l,JlTOT 
IT(J(JJ).Eq.O)r.o TO 110 
• 





,, " ~ ., ' 





c------ Btr.1:i r.Rorr(2) Pror.r.R-r 
C 
c------st:trottTINF. JlATF.L. F4 
c------ur.ADINr.~ POP. OtTPtT •·1LF. J,'ROM rRor.RA.--f DATSr.T: r4 
C 
BLOCK nATA 
con~,nf\ Ol}!fXJ'. ITR 
I~?TF.CJ:T'*2 OJ~'r>:r(5 • 20) 








• c-------srnr..orr11,a; nAntv. F4 . 
c--_;--1n:AD1:~r.~ ror 01:-rrrT 
C 
y.·11J~ rno}I PROC.RAM l'AT~tT .• y:•4 
81.0CK DATA 
conr-;o?: nrrr.xP, ITR 
1::TErr:r"2 Jlr!EXP(S,20) 
• 











c------co~fPI J..tS orrruT Fll.E A~D CREATES r.nt!PU:TF. SET OF IN-
C------ PROCf.S~ Jll~'f.:~~IO~Lf.SS \'APIAilLF:~. 
DinF.N~ION nATA(l00, 25) • POW(25), TOlTT(lOO, 2~), Y. (20)-, r.ns (5), 
1 Ft!T(2), VArDE~~(50, 11) ,AJ\(100), I rot:(5), tCOI.(20) ,n2 (25), 
2 HF.AD ( lf>) 
I?;TEr.F.!!*2 I (10) ,.J(lO) ,DI?tEXP(5,20) ,D(5,5) ,D1(5,S), 
l Tr.J..r.t:'(20) ,rt (20,20), VAR (20,20), ICNORE(SO), ISIG(lOO), 
2 PrES(0/67,2),LIBP(20),A(5,20),B(5,20) 
C0?'?-'0~ Dl~ff.XP I ITR 
PEAL ?,t'Nf.R 
DATA HF.AO / 16* 1 '/ 
C------Rf.AD INPUT PARAMETERS 
" . !. '-· \. 
I , 
• \'' • ", ; < ' I 
. ,.:.,.?. ·_:-f:.'·.:.·_:- ·_ }l:·:~-~~ 
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RF.AD(24,10) 1?1PP, Ir.F.S,I1'ER,?:ons,IFILT,LF.NCIIK, FMT, IFIL1 
1 IfILF 
10 FOR!!AT(61/2A5,2I) 
:I\' AR•I?'t'PP+ trr.s+ IPF.R 
C-------RF.AO DATA FILE 
DO JO 11•1.~lOBS 
P.f.AD(IFIJ., r.'T) (r.ow(,Jl) ,Jl•liN\'AP.) 




40 FOFJfAT(J-'3 .o ,lOAl) . 
P.F.AD(2S,50)((PRf.S(Il,Jl),J1•1,2),Il•0,67) 
SO FORMAT(21) 
PF.AD(25,60) (1..Iln?(ll) ,Il•l-1 tTr.l 
60 ror,.MAT(llt) 
c-------1n:r 1:; !'ATP.IX OPERATIONS. FOP.!t Dlt-~;s10N.AL MATJIX IN 
C------ APAPYS A &n. 
TYPE 70 
70 ror:-tAT (' t?:TJ:R PROBLEM 11Nit: '/) 




ho 100 11-1,s 
J>O 100 ,ll•l, 20 
A(Il ,.Jl)•O 
100 8(11,.tl)•O 
00 110 J l•l ,20 
trow(tl)•O 
110 ICOL(ll)•O 
no 120 Jl•l,2C 
no 120 Jt•1,20 
\"AR(l l,.Tl)•O 
120 Pl(I1 1 Jl)a0 
J>O 150 K•O, l 
1\0 140 Il•2*K+(l-K)*~l, (!:l-l)*K+(l-J:)*67 
If(PRJ:S(ll,l).f."!.O)r.n TO 140 
::•t·:+l 
Tr ACK(:;) •LI Br (PRF.S ( I 1 ,2)) 
no 130 Jl•l,5 
A(Jl,N)•nt:·txr(Jl,PrES(Il.2)) 
. 130 ll(Jl,N)•A(.11,N) 
140 CONTJ:rt,r 
150 CO!ITI!~'f: 




VO 170 ll•S,1,-1 
00 160 Jl•l.~ 




no 1so ?'l•l, N 




• CALL rrrr.r(M,NP,}f 11.E-6,IRA.~,IP.OW,ICOJ .. ) 
c-------Irs.A!iK CONTA1~1S rANK OF A·. 
• 
c-----tu:Arr..A~irE COJ.r~rns so Til,\T' 1> HAS A }~AXI.nAL RANK 
c-----Sl'B~'I.TrJX 0!1 THE RICllT .' 0BTAI!1 '·VALCF.S' FROH B. 
1~?•6-IrA~l: 
no 200 11•1,JRANK 
IF(ICOJ .. (11). r.~. O)GO TO· 210 
oo 190 .,1-1,s 
' ~ .. 
113· .· 
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·C------?IOt·~ n1r rows INTO Dl. 
210 DO 220 11•1~5 
no 220 Jlal,5 
220 Dl(Il,jl)mO 
DO 240 Il~l,IPANK 
.I)() 230 Jl•l,5 . 
Dl(Il,Jl)•D(IROW(Il),Jl) 
230 CO?ITJ?.'TE 
240 cor;T1:ruF. • 
•• 
',' ' 




c-----Dl NO\·~ CONTAIN~ A SQUARE NATRlX(IP.A?lK ·x IRA?:K) 
c-------:IDI!~ IS TIIF. NU~1JER or DIVl·:~tSIO:~LESS VAP.IABL[S IN 






FOFl-'.AT(' Ot:LY SOLt:TlO:-J IS X(I)•O 1 ) 
STOP _ 
c-----BtCIN SF.LFCTO~ OF ARnITJ:ARY CO~STAtrrs -AND SOLUTION 
c-----FOR Tl?[ PI •s. 
270 DO 420 11•1,:mI?·' 
· 1)0 280 KK•l,5 
2 80 RIIS (Kr) -=O 
c-------ror.~! THF. I 1-ST PJiS 
DO 290 .Jlal, IPA!'lK 
• 




llO 300 t!l•l, IRJ\~1{ 
JlO 300 ~!2•1, lT1A~lK 
J>2(:'ll)•Dl (~!2, (5-I r-A~K+l'l)) 
Mll•~Ul+l 
CALL ~1~10(02, r1:s, I rANK,Kf.). 
IF(KS.SE.l)CO TO 320 
nr•: JlO 




DO JJO K•l, 20 
>:(K)•O 
X(lCOL (Ir:A:U:+Il) )•1 





c------r:ou HA\TE A PI. TEST FOR ~ TE~1 rAcroi:s TOP A?m JJOTT<>n. 
TN•O 
TD•O 
DO 350 J.:•l,N 
IF(Y.(J:). LT .O) Tll•Tn+,:(K) 
350 If(X(I~) .r.T.O)TNaTN+X(I:) 
IJ'(TN.l~F..10.:'\!-;n.TD.LF..IO)CO TO 370 
C------PI H,\S TOO f·rAXY Tf.rJ~~. T!"Y PEP.:Tt,:ING A 
c-------co f,,\Cl: TO TEE nr.r1::N1:-:r.. 
N•O 
1'1•?:1-3 
1r(N1.r.r..J)co ro 90 
TYPJ: 360 
& B' •• 
• 
360 rorlrAT(' ?10 FF.ASIBJ .. f: .SQLtTION FOR PI' •s. ') 
STOP 
C------"".'5TOPJ-: TUE PI ·• 
370 Kl•l 
&2•11 
DO 410 K•l,N , .. 
'· 
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.• 
IT(X(K).LF..O)r.O TO 390 
DO 380 Ll•Kl,Kl+ITIX(X(K))-1 
PI(Il.Ll)•Tr..ACK(K) 
t:l•Kl+IfIX (X(f~)) 
r.o TO 410 
IT(X(l:·) .Fo.o)r.o TO 410 







c----!10W sr:LJ-:CT /I r.E!;PON5E. f>!T DASIS OF IT~ \'ARJA!U.tS 
c-------~tl.tf.T VARIABLJ:s TO rIJ.J .. Ol'T Pl •s. FOP.!·' DATA sr.T /\FOUND 
c----co:,ro:; SIC!~AniRr: AND Bl"ILD OUTPCT FILE. 
TYPJ-: 4~0,:IDI~' 
4.50 FORNAT(. NO. or DI~,~~SIONLESS VARIJ\&LES I?: I:t-Pr.OCESS 
1 • ',I3) 
TYPE t. 70 460 






I F(:JRT:S. E~. 0) STOP 
n·rE soo 
FORNAT(' TP.ANSrnre! r.pocr NO.•?',$) 
ACCI:PT 460, !;TR/~I 









no ~40 Tl•l,1000 
Ff:All(l J;"J J.T, !;20, F.!-:1>•550) :n·, ~rr.r.A, I ,J 
F<'R~!AT(2T J, 2012) 
1 r (~". r.~. ::r r.~)r.o Tn 530 
C:O TO 540 
IrC:TrA.rn.!~V.A}:)r.O TO 570 
co:~Tt!rrt: 
n·rr. 560,?:Rr~.:rrr..,,:: 
Ff'r.!'AT(' rF~Pnr:st: l{O. ',_lif,' 
1 • !':C)T ror1m; 'I' rJ:E?·:trn: ') 
,:o TO 460 
• 
c-------UfJ: \'J\rtft.nLf.S lll ITJ:PJ:?iT FP.O!l THOSf. t'SE1' I~ rJ·:SPOt,SE Ir 
• c-------Pf'S~IJH.F.. ST!-:f'.T J:ORO~t F?,J) or rrocr.::;~. 
c-------FOP.!·I lTf \'1'l'l}BJ .. t co~:no~ 1~. VAr. CHF.CK 1'1},r.N~JON!i 
·c-------or 1 ,,nn .1 TO ~EE IF IT CA!t nr. lC.!lOREn. 
570 DO 5t0 Il•l,?I\'AR 
)&O .1c::0Rr(Il)•O 
.590 
00 !)90 Il•l,10 
tr.:-1or.E (I (I 1)) •l 
1c?:orr(J (Il) > •l 
no <,00 Il•l,10 
600 
61() 
lf(I(Il).F.n.O)r.o TO 610 .. ~ 
IF(Pr.r.~ (lflX (VARDY:::~(! (11), 1)), 1) .Ecf.l)IG?JOrS.(I(Il))•O 
CO!·lTit;l!E 
no G20 11-1,10 
1r(J(Jl).r~.o)r.o TO 630 . 
IF(PPES (Jrt,:(,'ARDE-f(J(ll) ,i)) ,1). tn. l)tr.noRr.(.T(Il) )•O 
620 CO!ITt:!t:r 
c------LT.NCHK I~ Tl'F. Nt!}(BF.r. OF TI!F. nI~JEN~ION THJ\T !fUST 
c---·--- BF. cor:~ISTENT. 
G30 nn 720 Jlal ,~mta 
c-----r.n H.AC:Kl·~Arn~. 
Kl•O 
640 LJ.•tNPR • 
LC•O . 
DO 700 K•l+Kl ,lO+Kl. , · . 
IF(PI(Il,K) .r.q.O)GO TO. ?'19' 
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' _,· ··.·, l_ ,· 
6SO. no 660 Jl~LL,1,-1 . . 
·' 
IF(VAPDF.n(Jl,1) .EQ.Pl(Il,K) .A?ID.ItNORE(Jl) ,NE.llGO TO 660. · 




c----c1n:cK ror · LENCHK 
IF(Pl(Il,K).rn~.LF.:,cl!K)r.o TO 690 
DO 670 KK•KKl+l,lo+Kl . 
670. IF(rI (Il ,KK) .F.~.LF.NCJIK)VAR(Il,1:K)•Jl 
LC•l 
c;o TO (>90 
.. -.~ t 
680 CO~ITl!!Uf. 
LL•INrr.. 




7.10 IJ'(Kl .r.~. lO)C:O ·ro 720 
Kl•lO 
CO TO 640 
720 CONTINtrt 
c------ADI> rr.sroN~F. cones TO \'AR FOR SIGNATl~tNr.. 
730 
DO 730 Il•l,10 • 
VAR (::1'1!'+-1, J 1)•.Y (11) 
J}O 740 Il•l,10 
740 VAr(:;nt?'+l, 11+10)•1(11) 
c------DETF.f.!'I:;i: LAP.r.r.sr CO}~!O~ srr.sr.T or OBSr.r..\lATl0~1S. • 
750 
00 750 11•1 1 !-iOR~ 
If.IC(Jl)•l 
no 790 Il•l, rmt:·4-1 
. JF(VAr.(Jl ,1) .• r.o.o)r.o TO 790 . 
DO 780 .Tl•l,NOD~ 
nr.::01 ·-1 
DO 760 K•ll.20 
IF(VAt(Jl,K).EO.O)GO TO 770 
760 n1::1n:·•DE!·:o~:•nATA(,Jl, VAr (11,K)) 
770 If'(Tlr.!!O!f .E~.O) JSir. (Jl)•O 
780 · corrr1t:r1: 
790 co~7TI ?a~r 
c------COi,STr.l'CT l,f.W DATA SET. 
DO ti50 11•1,~l:l 
IP0-0 
DO 6/tO JJ•l,NOBS 
IF(ISir.(JJ) .F.Q.0)(;0 TO 840· 
lrtO•lPo+l 
lll1!J:R•l 
DO 600 KK•l,10 
IF(\'AP.(11 .KK). F.Q.O)C.O TO 810 
800 t:t1~F.R-=?·:t:r:f.R*DATA(JJ, VAn(Il,J:K)) 
810 DENO}'•l 
DO 820 KK•ll,20 
IF(VAf.(11,KK).F~.O)GO TO 630 
820 nt~·lO~~.,ur.nn~'*nATA(.TJ I VAR(ll,KK)) 
830 • TOt:T(tro. I1)a~«1T.n/l>f.N0It 
840 CONTINl'I~ 
850 CO?:TINPF. 
c-----CALCl'LATF. NEW ri::sroNSF.. 
IRO•O 
ro 900 JJ•l,nons 
If(ISir.(JJ).EQ.O)GO TQ. 900 
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' '' . 
•., I',.,~ •, ,:'I_ ,; ,'. ·~ 
.. '.·i. ·,, -'.·.',: ,'· 
, '. 
... 
' . ;', -, -
IF(I(KK) .E(1.0)r,0 TO 870 ., 
660 Nl'.!!EP.•NLl'EP*DATA(JJ, I (fJC)) 
$70 D£t!Ot!•l 
DO bbO KK•l,10 
IJ'(J(KJ:) .t:Q.O)r,o TO 890 
1£80 IJJ-:?;O?-f•llF.:ro~ !*DATA (JJ ,J (KK)) 
690 TOCT(IJ'O, NPI:'+l) •DATA(JJ • lm'R+NRF.S)*(DF.MO?t/HL11ER) 
900 CO!l'TI!nil~ 
TYPE 910 
910 J'OPJIAT(' SCP.~F.T OF OBSERVATIONS USED?' 1 $) 
ACC[PT 920,Q . 
920 FOr,.MAT(A3) 
IF(~.~E.'Yrs')ro TO 940 
TYPE .930, (ISIC(KK) ,KK•l,NOBS) 
930 FOF.!fAT( 1 1 ,50Il) 
c----HF.lJ>l?!r.~ 





,.:rt TE (IFILF, 9(,0) IJ~.:-:n ,t:DIM, IZ, JZF.R, IZf.P. 
960 ror..::AT(5(I5, '. ')/I5) 
t-'.'PITJ·:(1r11.r. 970) 
970 FORNAT('~:o:rr') 
t!PITF.(trr Lf', 960) F:'T 
980 FOF1''AT(lt.!i) 
uo 990 Jl•J.,Jro 
990: ~:r.tTr. ( trtLJ.,, r~rr) (TOtT( 11,Jl) ,.11•1,?:Dt?'+l) 
t}:O FI J.r: I rt 1.r 
r.r.l-:1::n I rt 1.r 
TVPE 1050 
lOSO FOI~'},T( 1 co:1TINl'E SA?!E Tr.A!ISFOR?-! c:n.ot'P OF SN'F. J!J~Sl'O!':SE . 
C 
l(TYrE O)'/ 
2' ::Et-: TRA~:sror.!f GROt"P or S1'::!E .P.F.SPO~SF.(T"frt 1) '/ 
3' r.o TO Nr.t-r !' FSPONSE (TVJ>F.: 2) './ 
4' r.m1 (TYrr J)',$) 
ACCf.PT 480,lfl 
IF(I(1. r.n. 3) r.ror 
IF(IQ.EO.O)~n TO ~10 
tr(IQ.f.Q.l)r.n TO 490 











', ~ I 
Sl~tt~OUTI?~E I?-:TF.XP (rJ!S, ?1) 
n1:tE?-1Stor; rnr (20) 
5F•l . 
1)0 40 I•l,N 
lf(ABS(Rli~ (1)-IrIX(rJTS(I)) )-1.F.-5)20,20,30 
PJIS (I) •I f'IX {RE~ (I)) 
r.o TO ltO 




DO 150 l•l,N . 
JUfS (I)•RH5(l) /fiF 
c;o·To 10 
J!ND 
: .; \"., -.: ·>.,',.:,, 
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